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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Internet and especially the Worid-Wide Web have become integral 

components of modem society. Whether it is in business, research, education, or 

entertainment, the ability to access colossal amounts of information almost 

instantaneously has given users of the Web enormous freedom and power. Because of 

this, the Web continues to grow on a daily basis. It grows in the number of users, number 

of servers, and content available to the users accessing those servers. This growth has 

become a big concern as the servers themselves become bottlenecks giving rise to the not 

so endearing nickname of "World-Wide Wait." With no end in sight to the growth of the 

Web, the demands for more sophisticated content, and the growing availability to users of 

high-speed connections, relief appears to be far away. 

To help to reduce the waiting time, the technique of caching is already being 

employed, which is a strategy widely used in various domains (such as memory and disk 

systems) to alleviate the wait time or latency experienced by end-users when requesting a 

resource. On the Web, caching may be placed on the client, Web server, or proxy server. 

The Web (specifically servers and proxies), nevertheless, presents special challenges for 

a caching system. Where memory, disk and file sharing caching systems handle requests 

from a single user or from a small number of users, Web caching systems have to fulfill 

requests from a very large population. Also, most caching setups work on identically-

sized objects, while Web caches operate on objects with widely varying sizes. Another 

problem of Web caching is the randomness of objects chosen by a user surfing the Web, 

where the popularity of objects may change from one day to the next. 

A key component of any caching system is the policy used to remove an object 

from the cache when the cache fills up. If the cache had an infinite amount of space 

available to it, this would not be a problem; but despite the continuing falling prices of 

storage, this is not a realistic choice. Because of this, the replacement policy being used 

will continue to be very important. There has been continuing research in the area of Web 



caching, although the field is not as mature as memory or file caching. Again, this is due 

to the special problems presented by caching on the Web. Numerous file replacement 

policies have been proposed that purport to improve the performance of the caching 

system currently available, but the search continues. 

1.1. Problem Definition 

One of the key problems in the search for better-performing Web cache 

replacement policies is the fact that there are many performance metrics that the 

algorithm may optimize. For example, there are at least two measures that the algorithm 

can improve: hit rate (as in other caching systems) and byte hit rate (a consequence of the 

varying-size documents). Studies in the literature have shown that these two conflicting 

metrics, trying to optimize one of them tends to affect the other negatively. It is easy to 

understand why this happens. Tq optimize the hit rate, for example, a policy will tend tp 

keep many small files in the cache. This tends to improve the chances of getting a hit on a 

request; and studies analyzing the characteristics of workloads at Web and proxy servers 

have shown that a majority of requests are for small files. A very significant portion of 

the bytes transferred; however, comes from bigger files. The hit rate is maybe improved; 

but the byte hit rate tends to suffer. 

In general, an improvement in the hit rate will result in a reduction of the latency 

experienced by the client. This is due to the fact that as pointed out above, a majority of 

the requests from the client are for relatively small files. On the other hand, an 

improvement in the byte hit rate will tend to reduce the internal traffic of a Web site 

because it means that large files by virtue of being stored in the cache do not have to 

travel through the internal backbone as often. So, it appears that Web caches can be fine-

tuned for one of the two performance metrics, but not both at the same time. 

1.2. Purpose 

The main goal of this research is to explore existing Web cache replacement 

policies by comparing their performance on both hit rate and byte hit rate. The ultimate 



objective is to investigate the possibility of identifying a policy that optimizes both 

metrics at the same time, or that at least allows easy control over which performance 

metric it optimizes. 

A critical component of the research will be the use of HTTP log traces generated 

by Web and proxy servers. These are crucial in assessing the performance of replacement 

policies because they allow miming simulations on actual Web traffic. The research itself 

will be divided into three separate, but related sections: 

1. Characterizations of the workloads used in the experiment: To gather information on 

the nature of the request streams that could give some clues as to which features 

should be present in a good replacement policy. 

2. Survey and comparison of existing replacement policies: To determine the current 

state of affairs regarding existing replacement policies. Several simulation 

experiments will be conducted using the log traces characterized in the previous 

section. 

3. Study the viability of virtual caches as solutions to the problem of conflicting 

performance metrics by conducting simulation experiments on the traces to identify 

the policies implemented in the previous section with the best performance 

1.3. Thesis Organization 

The thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter I introduces the thesis and an 

overview of the research upon which the thesis is based. Chapter II contains a survey of 

pertinent literature and research. A discussion of the research to be performed and the 

methodology to be used is presented in Chapter III. A description of the research and 

numerical results are provided in Chapter W. Conclusions and potential future research 

directions are presented in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The many aspects of Web caching have been widely studied by the research 

community. This literature review is intended as an introduction to those areas that are 

relevant to this thesis. 

The main topics to be discussed are: 

1. Reasons for the implementation and different approaches of Web caching systems. 

2. Methods and metrics used to assess the performance of cache replacement policies. 

3. HTTP log traces, and their role in the simulation of cache replacement policies. 

4. A survey of existing Web cache replacement policies. 

2.1. Web Proxv Caches 

In recent years, Web proxies have been deployed to reduce network traffic and 

provide better response time for Web accesses. A Web proxy consists of application level 

software that accepts document retrieval requests from a set of clients, forwards these 

requests to appropriate servers if the requested documents are not already present in the 

proxy's cache, and sends documents back to the clients. Proxies were originally designed 

to allow network administrators to be able to control access to the Intemet from within an 

Intranet. It was recognized, however, that proxies may also serve as repositories for 

frequently requested documents [MAHANTI2000-1]. 

Proxy caches can be implemented either as explicit or transparent proxies. 

Explicit proxies require the user to configure their browser to send HTTP GET requests 

to the proxy. Transparent proxies do not require explicit browser configuration; instead, a 

network element (switch or router) in the connection path intercepts requests to TCP port 

80 (the standard HTTP port) and redirects that traffic to the cache. The cache then 

determines if the object exists and, if so, whether the object is already in the cache. 

Because cached objects can change on the origin server without informing the cache, a 

4 



cache must also determine whether each object it serves is fresh. This freshness decision 

is typically based upon the object's last modification time and the time of last retrieval or 

validation. If the object is fresh, the cache serves it directly; if not, the cache validates the 

object with its origin server. The validation retums a current copy of the object if it has 

been modified, or a status code indicating the object has not changed [ARLITT1999-1]. 

2.1.1. Reasons for Web Caching 

HTTP accounts for most of the bytes flowing over the Intemet backbone (up to 75 

percent, in one study [THOMPSON]). This bandwidth demand requires continued 

investment in link and switch capacity, and leads to congestion, which increases user-

perceived latency. At the edges of the Intemet, which are often bandwidth-constrained, 

every extra byte transferred adds incremental delay; this is a particular problem for home 

users, most of whom do not yet have a cost-effectivg means to increase bandwidth above 

56 kb/s. In addition, every round-trip through the Intemet adds delay, often several 

himdred milliseconds. 

Caching mechanisms have been part of HTTP almost since its inception 

[MOGUL]. Web caching is effective because a few resources are requested often by 

many users, or repeatedly by a specific user. This phenomenon is known as locality of 

reference [CHENG]. Web caching is also effective because a small fraction of the total 

documents accessed on the Web often account for a large fraction of document references 

[MAHANTI2000-1]. Also, since the majority of Web objects are static, caching those at 

Web proxies can reduce network traffic, response time, and server load. 

2.1.2. Factors Affecting Web Cache Performance 

One difficulty of Web caching is that there are many factors affecting the 

performance of a given replacement policy, such as object size, miss penalty, temporal 

locality, and long-term access frequency [JIN]. 

1. Cache sizes: The larger the cache, the better the performance of the caching system. 



2. Object size: Unlike traditional caching in memory systems, Web caches manage 

objects of variable sizes (text, image, video, etc.) [CAO]. Due to the restriction in 

HTTP protocols that support whole file transfers only, a cache hit only happens if the 

entire file is cached. Caching smaller objects usually resuks in higher hit ratios, 

especially given the preference for small objects—though this preference seems to be 

weakening [JIN]. 

3. Miss penalty: The miss penalty (i.e., retrieval cost of missed objects from server to 

proxy) varies significantly. Thus, giving a preference to objects with high retrieval 

latency can achieve high latency saving [JEN]. 

4. Temporal locality: Web traffic pattems have been found to exhibit temporal locality; 

i.e., recently accessed objects are more likely to be accessed again in the near future. 

This has led to the use of the LRU (least recently used) cache replacement policy and 

generalizations thereof [JIN]. The operating system research community devoted 

much time and effort to studying the locality characteristics of memory and file 

reference pattems. Derming and Schwartz [DENNING] established the fundamental 

properties of locality as applied to memory reference pattems. Similar characteristics 

have been observed for file reference pattems. Later, the advent of distributed 

systems consisting of workstations and shared file servers resulted in much research 

on locality characteristics and their impact on caching at client and file server caches 

[MAHANTI2000-1]. 

Many recent studies have focused on the characteristics of Web traffic at clients, 

proxies and servers. Almeida et al [ALMEIDA 1996] used the Least Recently Used 

Stack Model (LRUSM) analysis to measure temporal locality in Web server access 

logs. Their results show that temporal locality is stronger in Web server streams than 

in proxy server streams. Cao and Irani [CAO] analyzed document inter-reference 

times to establish the presence of temporal locality in Web proxy access logs. Cao 

and Irani discovered that the probability of reference drops significantly as the time 

since the last reference increases. Others have used trace-driven caching simulations 

to study the influence of workload characteristics (including locality) on Web 



document caching at proxies [CAO, NICLAUSSE]. A more recent study analyzed 

how workload characteristics change across different levels of a proxy caching 

hierarchy [MAHANTI2000-2]. 

5. Long-term access frequency: The popularity of Web objects is highly variable (i.e., 

bursty) over short time scales, but much smoother over long time scales, suggesting 

the significance of long-term measurement of access frequency in cache replacement 

algorithms [JIN]. 

2.1.3. Approaches to Handle Web Caching 

There are two general approaches to file cache management. One approach 

attempts to use as few resources as possible by making good replacement decisions when 

the cache is full (this can be called the elegant approach). The altemative approach is to 

provide the cache with suffiqent resources such that few replacements are needed (this is 

the brute-force approach). Supporters of the elegant approach have utilized workload 

characterization to develop a number of different replacement policies [ARLITT 1999-2]. 

The question of when to mn the removal policy has been addressed in the 

following ways: 

1. On-demand: Run policy when the size of the requested document exceeds the free 

room in a cache. 

2. Periodically: Run pohcy every 7time units, for some T. 

3. Both on-demand and periodically: Run pohcy at the end of each day and on-

demand [WILLIAMS]. 

There is no clear advantage to periodic removal. The argument for using periodic 

removal is that if a cache is neariy 100% percent full, then mnning the removal policy 

only on-demand will invoke the removal policy on neariy all document requests. If 

removal is time consuming, it might create a significant overhead. This overhead would 

be reduced by removing documents periodically until the free space reaches a threshold. 

However, periodic removal also reduces hit rate (because documents are removed earlier 



than required and more are removed than is required for the minimal space criteria) 

[WILLIAMS]. 

Two arguments suggest that the overhead of simply using on-demand replacement 

will not be significant. Most of the policies that make replacements on-demand maintain 

a sorted list. If the list is kept sorted as the proxy operates, then the removal policy 

merely removes the head of the list for removal, which should be a fast and constant time 

operation [WILLIAMS]. 

The following sub-sections introduce a number of methods used to implement 

Web caching systems. 

2.1.3.1. Static caching 

In the vast majority of existing replacement policies, a replacement is made every 

time a new object is accessed and needs to be introduced into the cache; however, 

Tatarinov et al [TATARINOV] proposed a static approach to caching. The idea of static 

caching is based on the rather obvious fact that for any given Web server document, 

access pattems change very slowly. The documents that were accessed often today will 

probably be accessed often tomorrow. 

Keeping the above observation in mind, one may try to store a fixed set of Web 

documents in the cache for a relatively long period of time. The set of cached documents 

is calculated periodically to maximize cache performance. Once the cache has been filled, 

no documents are replaced in the cache throughout the following time period; i.e., it is 

expected that the cached documents will be accessed more frequently than the other 

documents. For example, the set of cached documents could be re-calculated once a day 

based on document access frequencies for the previous day. The web server would use 

the request log file for the day to determine the documents to be cached during the 

following day [TATARINOV]. 
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2.1.3.2. Server-assisted cache 

Having servers generate predictions of accesses to their resources and 

communicate this knowledge back to the proxies can enhance performance [COHEN]. 

The main hurdle in this approach is that it requires the modification of the HTTP 1.1 

protocol to incorporate this information exchange between servers and proxies. 

2.1.3.3. Web cache sharing 

To gain the full benefits of caching, proxy caches behind a common bottleneck 

link should cooperate and serve each other's misses, thus further reducing the traffic 

through the bottleneck. This process is called Web cache sharing [FAN]. 

Web cache sharing was first proposed in the context of the Harvest project 

[DANZIG]. The Harvest group designed the Intemet Cache Protocol (ICP) that supports 

discovery and retrieval of documents from neighboring caches. Today, many institutions 

and many countries have established hierarchies of proxy caches that cooperate via ICP 

to reduce traffic to the Intemet [FAN]. 

There are three main types of Web cache sharing: 

1. Simple Cache Sharing: Proxies serve each other's cache misses. Once a proxy 

fetches a document from another proxy, it caches the document locally. Proxies do 

not coordinate cache replacements. This is the sharing implemented by the ICP 

protocol [FAN]. 

2. Single-Copy Cache Sharing: Proxies serve each other's cache misses, but a proxy 

does not cache documents fetched from another proxy. Rather, the other proxy marks 

the document as most-recently-accessed, and increases its caching priority. Compared 

with simple cache sharing, this scheme eliminates the storage of duplicate copies and 

increases the utihzation of available cache space [FAN]. 

3. Global Cache: Proxies share cache contents and coordinate replacement so that they 

appear as one unified cache with global Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement to 

the users. This is the fully coordinated form of cooperative caching [FAN]. 



2.1.4. Approaches to improve Web caching 

Given the apparent limits on the performance of simple caches, researchers and 

vendors have developed several techniques to extend the utility of Web caches. If the 

basic principle of simple "reuse" caching is to exploit repeated references to entire 

cached responses, the basic principle of these extended mechanisms is to exploit partial 

information present in caches [MOGUL]. 

There are at least three such kinds of partial information. These are described 

next. 

2.1.4.1. Clues about future references 

Because a cache sees an entire reference stream, it can use the information in the 

reference stream to make predictions about future references. These prediction algorithms 

usually work on a per-user-session basis, in two ways. First, they observe the stream over 

relatively long periods in order to constmct a model of the conditional probabilities of 

observing certain references given a set of previous references. Second, they use the 

recent behavior of the stream (sometimes just the most recent reference) as input to this 

model, which may then generate a prediction of some future set of references. This may 

allow the cache to pre-fetch data more accurately before it is actually referenced, 

potentially resulting in much lower latencies. It may also allow the cache to make better 

replacement decisions [MOGUL]. 

2.1.4.2. Filling in or replacing gaps 

A cached response might hold some, but not all, of the bits required to satisfy a 

subsequent request for the same URL. If the cache entry contains missing information, 

the gap could be filled by using a partial transfer. On the other hand, the underlying 

resource might have changed, but in such a way that it would be more efficient to transfer 

the differences between the cache entry and the current resource instance, rather than 

retrieving an entire new response [MOGUL]. 
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2.1.4.3. Alias discoverv 

Frequently, the same content appears in the Web under more than one URL: there 

are muhiple aliases for a given piece of data. If the cache can detect such aliasing, it 

might be able to avoid storing multiple copies, or retrieving data it already has stored 

under another alias [MOGUL]. 

2.2. Cache Performance Analvsis 

2.2.1. Common Performance Metrics 

Several metrics are used to assess the performance of a Web caching system. The 

following is a comprehensive hst of these measures in the reviewed literature: 

1. Hit Rate (HR): the number of hit references over the total number of references. 

2. Byte Hit Rate (BHR): the number of bytes saved from retransmission by using the 

cache over the total amount of bytes referenced. 

3. Cache server CPU utilization: the fraction of total available CPU cycles. 

4. Cache server I/O system utilization: the fraction of total available disk or memory 

bandwidth consumed by the cache. 

5. Delay Savings Ratio (DSR): the reduced latency by virtue of a cache hit over the 

total latency incurred when caches are not used. 

6. Hop reduction (Hop): the "hops" value is the number of network hops traveled by a 

document in the intemal network. Hop reduction is the ratio between the total number 

of hops of cache hits and the total number of hops of all accesses. 

7. Weighted hop reduction (W-Hop): the corresponding ratio for the total number of 

hops times "packets savings" on cache hits. A cache hit's packet saving is 

2+Jile_size/536, as an estimate of the actual number of network packets required if the 

request is a cache miss (1 packet for the request, 1 packet for the reply, and size/536 

for extra packets, assuming a 536-byte TCP segment size). 

8. Latency reduction: the percentage of the sum of downloading latency for the pages 

that hit in cache over the sum of all downloading latencies. 
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However, of these performance metrics only two: HR and BHR have been 

consistently used in assessments of Web caching in the research literature. Table 2.1 

shows a list of papers where Web cache replacement policies are assessed and the metrics 

used to evaluate the performance of these policies. The metrics mentioned above but not 

included in the table appear in papers but are not used in them to assess performance. 

Table 2.1. Performance metrics used in the literature 

Paper 
ARLITT2 
ARLITT3 
ARLITT4 
BAHN 
BELLOUM 
BELL0UM2 
CAO 
CHENG 
COHEN 
DUARTE 
FAN 
JIN 
LEE 
MAHANTI 
SHIM 
TATARINOV 
WILLIAMS 

Performance metric 
HR 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

BHR 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
» 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

DSR 

X 

X 

X 

Hop 

X 

W-Hop 

X 

A tradeoff exists between the two main metrics, HR and BHR [ARLITT 1999-2]. 

Past studies [ARLITT3, CAO] have found that most requests are for small objects, which 

suggests that the probability of achieving a high hit rate would be increased if the cache 

were used to store a large number of small objects. However, the results in 

[ARLITT2000-1] and others also revealed that the transfer of very large objects causes a 

significant portion of the network traffic. Thus to achieve higher byte hit rates, a few 

larger objects must be cached at the expense of many smaller ones. Also, a wide-scale 

deployment of cable modems (or other high bandwidth access technologies) may increase 

the number of large object transfers [ARLITT2000-1]. 
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Considering the tradeoff between hit rate and byte hit rate, a proxy cache that is 

primarily intended to reduce response times for users should utilize a replacement that 

achieves high hit rates. In an environment where saving bandwidth on the shared extemal 

network is of utmost importance, the proxy cache should use a replacement policy that 

achieves high byte hit rates. A proxy cache could also utilize multiple replacement 

policies. For example, a replacement policy that achieves high hit rates could be used to 

manage the proxy's memory cache in order to serve as many requests as quickly as 

possible and to avoid a disk I/O bottleneck. The proxy's much larger disk cache could be 

managed with a policy that achieves higher byte hit rates, in order to reduce extemal 

network traffic [ARLITT2000-1]. 

2.2.2. Workload Characteristics 

The characterization o^ Web servers' and proxies' workloads is critical in the 

design of effective cache replacement pohcies. The characteristics considered to be of 

importance in cache replacement decisions are described next. 

2.2.2.1. Cacheable/Uncacheable Obiects 

In order for Web caching to improve performance it is vital that most objects be 

cacheable. Several workload characterizations reveal that the percentage of cacheable 

objects and cacheable bytes is usually higher than 90% [ARLITT2000-1]. In the 

experiments, a URL is considered to be cacheable if it does not contain substrings such as 

'cgi-bin' or '? ' , if it does not have a file extension such as '.cgi', and if the origin server 

response contains the appropriate response (e.g., 200). 

2.2.2.2. Protocols 

Arlitt [ARLITT] finds that HTTP is the dominant protocol, accounting for over 

99% of all requests and almost 88% of the content data. The only other protocol 

responsible for any significant amount of activity is FTP. Although FTP was seen in only 
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0.3% of requests, it accounted for 12.1% of the total content data [ARLIT5]. This resuh 

bodes well for web caching since this is done at the HTTP level. 

2.2.2.3. Response Status Codes 

In [ARLITT 1999-2], most of the requests (75.6%) result in the successful transfer 

of the requested document. These responses account for almost all of the content data. 

The next most common response is 'Not Modified' which makes up 15.9% of all HTTP 

responses but none of the content data. These responses indicate client cache hits that are 

being validated. This means the client is checking to ensure that the version of the file it 

has in its cache is consistent with the latest version of that file at the origin server. While 

these validations do not reduce the number of requests that clients send to the proxy, they 

do reduce the volume of content data that needs to be transferred [ARLITT 1999-2]. 

2.2.2.4. Object Tvpes 

Object types are determined by the file extension in the requested URL. For all of 

the HTTP requests that result in a successful response from the proxy, images (73.1%) 

and HTML files (12.4%) account for most of the requests. 8.6%) of the responses were 

uncacheable. HTML and image files account for just over half of the content data 

transferred from the proxy to the clients. The content data is impacted heavily by the 

transfer of larger file types such as audio, video, compressed and executables, which 

account for 37.9% of the content data traffic [ARLITT 1999-2]. 

2.2.2.5. Obiect Sizes 

While most of the requested objects are small, there are some extremely large 

objects available. The issue for the proxy cache is to decide whether to cache a large 

number of small objects (which could potentially increase the hit rate) or to cache a few 

large objects (possibly increasing the byte hit rate) [ARLITT 1999-2]. 
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2.2.2.6. Recencv of Reference 

Most Web proxy caches in use today utilize the Least Recently Used (LRU) 

replacement policy. This policy works best when the access stream exhibits strong 

temporal locality (i.e., recency of reference). This means that files that have recently been 

referenced are likely to be referenced again in the near future. To measure the temporal 

locality present in the data set, the standard LRU stack-depth analysis can be performed 

[ALMEIDA 1996]. This analysis determines the depth in the stack at which re-references 

occur. Reference streams which exhibit a high degree of temporal locality will have a 

small average stack depth while streams with a low degree of temporal locality will have 

high average stack depths. In order to compare the degree of temporal locality across data 

sets, dividing by the number of unique files requested normalizes the stack depth 

[ARLITT 1999-2]. 

2.2.2.6.1. Sources of temporal localitv. While one can expect temporal locality to 

exist at the browser-level because of individual surfing habits, it is also reasonable to 

expect most repeated references to cacheable documents to be satisfied by the browser 

caches. However, contrary to intuition, considerable short-term locality has been 

observed at the proxies. This phenomenon indicates two possible scenarios: (a) there is 

much temporally correlated document sharing among clients; and/or (b) some documents 

that are deemed uncacheable by the browser caches are considered to be cacheable by the 

proxy [MAHANTI2000-1]. 

2.2.2.7. Frequencv of Reference 

Several studies, including [ARLITT1997], have found that some Web objects are 

substantially more popular than others. That is, Web referencing pattems are non

uniform. An important aspect for caching regarding the frequency of reference is that of 

objects requested a single time; these objects are called "one-timers." One-timers are 

important because there is no benefit in caching a one-timer. Cache performance could be 
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improved if these files could be readily identified so that they would not be stored in the 

cache. A thorough discussion of one-timers is provided by [MAHANTI2000-1]. 

2.2.2.8. Tumover 

This section deals with the set of active documents. In other words, how the set of 

files that users are interested in changes over time. This characteristic is important, as one 

of the responsibilities of a cache management policy is to identify the set of active 

documents and keep a cached copy. If the active set changes with time then the cache 

management policy must be able to adjust accordingly [ARLITT 1999-2]. 

Mahanti [MAHANTI2000-1] introduces the so-called "hot set" drift analysis to 

study this tumover. The objective of this analysis is to determine whether or not "long-

term" temporal locality is present in Web proxy references. 

Two different measures called absolute and relative drift were developed. 

Considering a "hot set" of size M (i.e., the set of^M most frequently referenced 

documents), absolute drift measures the fractional overlap between the "hot set" on day / 

of the trace and the "hot sef on the initial starting day (day 0). Similarly, relative drift 

measures the fractional overlap between the "hot set" on day / of the trace and the "hot 

sef on the previous day (i.e., on a day-to-day basis). The relative drift appears to be 

fairiy consistent for a particular value of M [MAHANTI2000-1]. These experiments were 

mn with three values of M considered: 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10% of the total unique 

documents in the trace. 

2.3. Data Collection, Reduction, and Simulation 

One of the key techniques in evaluating the effectiveness of cache replacement 

policies is to simulate their behavior using actual data. This data is readily available in 

HTTP or Web access logs. 
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2.3.1. Web Access Logs 

Web access logs are cmcial in studying web workloads and testing the 

performance of replacement policies. An access log contains an entry for each request 

received by the server. Each entry includes the following information: 

1. client address: the IP address of the chent; 

2. timestamp: the date and time that the request was made; 

3. request: contains the method (e.g., GET, HEAD, etc.), the requested URL and 

the protocol used for the client-server (or proxy) communication; 

4. status codes: indicates the nature of the proxy response and, if necessary, the 

origin server response; 

5. header data: the amount of header data, measured in bytes, passed between the 

client, the proxy, and, if necessary, the origin server; 

6. content data: the amount of content data, measured in bytes, passed between the 

client, the proxy and, if necessary, the origin server; 

7. transfer time: the amount of time (millisecond precision) between the arrival of 

the request at the proxy and the end of the response from the proxy 

[ARLITT 1999-2]. 

2.3.2. Data reduction 

Due to the extremely large access logs created by proxy and web servers, it is 

necessary to create smaller, more compact versions of the logs. These reductions can be 

performed using several methods. These are: 

1. remove the fields deemed unnecessary for the experiment(s) being performed; 

2. remove information of little or no value for the simulation or workload study 

(e.g., keep only the GET requests); 

3. represent the access log information in a more efficient manner (e.g., map the 

unique URLs to distinct integer identifiers). 
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2.3.3. Why Use Log Traces 

A cache replacement policy must be evaluated with respect to an offered 

workload, which describes the characteristics of the requests to the cache. Typically, 

workloads are sufficiently complicated that they cannot be described with a simple 

formula. Instead, traces of actual live execution are often the best way to describe a 

realistic workload. The drawback to this method is that it does not capture changing 

behavior or the behavior of a different user set. Whether derived analytically or 

empirically, once a workload is available, a performance analyst can compare the 

efficiency of various cache implementations [ARLITTl 999-1]. 

The format and information contained in the Web access logs is described in 

section 2.3.1. 

2.3.3.1. Data collection sites 

The studies of Web cache replacement policies available in the literature make 

use of two kinds of access logs: Web server logs and proxy server logs. The main 

difference between these two types of logs is that access pattems are more diluted in 

proxy server logs due to the fact that proxies serve a bigger number of clients a larger 

number of objects. 

2.3.4. Simulator 

2.3.4.1. Description 

The performance of replacement policies is usually assessed in the literature by 

mnning simulations driven by actual HTTP log traces. Due to the extremely large data 

sets used in log trace simulation studies, it is necessary to implement the simulator as 

efficientiy as possible. The focus is in reducing the complexity of the actions performed 

by the simulator. Regularly, the simulator uses a large array that maintains metadata on 

each unique object in the data set. By preprocessing the data set and mapping all of the 

unique object names to distinct integers, the simulator is able to determine in 0(1) time if 

a cache hit or miss has occurred. The simulator uses a linked list data stmcture for sorting 
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the objects in the cache according to the given replacement criteria. By combining the 

linked list with the array of metadata, the simulator is able to locate objects in the cache 

in 0(1) time. The bottleneck in the simulator is the time required to update the linked list 

following a cache hit or miss. The linked list works very well for policies such as LRU, 

requiring only 0(1) time to update the cache contents [ARLITT2000-1]. 

2.3.4.2. Warm-Up 

When monitoring a system, only the steady-state behavior is of interest. During 

the initial or transient state of a cache simulation, many of the cache misses occur simply 

because the cache is empty (i.e., cold misses). To identify the transient state, the cache 

misses can be categorized. Four categories have been identified: 

1. cold miss: the initial request for an object; 

2. capacity miss: a request for an object that was in the cache but has since been 

evicted; 

3. consistency miss: a request for an object in the cache that has been modified; due to 

the modification the object must be transferred from the origin server; 

4. other misses: requests that do not fit in one of the above categories (e.g., requests for 

cgi-bin objects) [ARLITT2000-1]. 

2.3.4.3. Cacheabilitv 

All requests except for aborted transfers are used to drive simulations. The 

completed transfers are divided into two groups: cacheable requests and uncacheable 

requests. The cacheable requests are identified by the response status code recorded in the 

data set. According to the HTTP specification, responses with a status code of 200 

(Successful), 203 (Non-authoritative Information), 300 (Multiple Choices), 301 (Moved 

Permanently) and 410 (Gone) (except for dynamic requests) are considered to be 

cacheable [ARLITT2000-1]. 
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2.3.4.4. Assumptions 

Not all information of interest is available in the access logs. In particular, it may 

not be possible to identify accurately if a file has been modified at the origin server since 

the previous request for that file, or if the user aborted the transfer of a file. Since it is 

important to identify these occurrences, a method for approximating when one of these 

conditions has happened must be devised. The approach monitors the size reported for a 

file on every request for that file. It is assumed that if no change in the size occurs, then 

the file has not been modified. If a file is modified, it is assumed that it will result in a 

small change in the size. An aborted request is identified if the number of bytes 

transferred is less than the current estimate of the requested file's size. Although these 

assumptions are not always tme, they allow for obtaining a reasonable estimate 

[ARLITT1999-2]. 

2.4. Replacement Policies 

A cache server has a fixed amount of storage. When this storage space fills, the 

cache must choose a set of objects to evict to make room for newly requested objects. 

The cache replacement policy determines which objects should be removed from the 

cache. The replacement policy's goal is to make the best use of available resources, 

including disk and memory space and network bandwidth. Because Web use dominates 

network backbone traffic today, the cache replacement policies a cache administrator 

chooses can significantly impact global network traffic as well as local resource 

utilization [ARLITTl999-1]. 

2.4.1. Existing replacement policies 

Research into Web cache replacement policies is very active. A search in the 

literature reveals the existence of several dozens of cache replacement policies that have 

been proposed for use in Web servers and proxies. Replacement policies can be grouped 

into several broad categories depending on the key features of the workload and/or 

cached document used to make a replacement. These features are: 
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1. document size; 

2. recency of use; 

3. frequency of use; 

4. latency; 

5. retrieval cost. 

Table 2.2 shows the key feature(s) used by each of the replacement policies 

described in the following sub-sections. The list of replacement policies is not fully 

comprehensive; however, it is representative of the current state of affairs in this area. 

Table 2.2. Features used by replacement policies 

Policy 
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 
SIZE 
Least Recently Used (LRU) 
LRU-K 
Segmented LRU (SLRU) 
Size-Adjusted LRU 
LRU-SP 
LRU-Threshold 
Log(Size)+LRU 
Pitkow/Recker 
Least Frequently Used (LFU) 
LFU-Aging 
LFU-Dynamic Aging 
Lowest-Latency-First 
Least Recently/Frequently Used (LRFU) 
Least Unified Value (LUV) 
GreedyDual-Size (GDS) 
GreedyDual-Size with Frequency 
(GDSF) 

Feature 
Size 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

Recency 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

Frequency 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

Latency 

X 

Cost 

X 
X 

X 

Table 2.3 shows a list of studies in which the performance of cache replacement 

policies was assessed. For each study, the policies analyzed (in descending order of 

performance) and those that performed best are presented. 
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2.4.1.1. First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 

This is the simplest of all replacement policies, apart from a random policy, hi 

FIFO, documents are placed in a queue and when a replacement has to be made, the 

document(s) at the head of the queue is (are) removed until there is enough space in the 

cache for the incoming document. 

2.4.1.2. SIZE 

SIZE replaces the largest object. This strategy tries to minimize the miss ratio by 

replacing one large object rather than many smaller ones. However, some of the small 

objects brought into the cache may never be accessed again. The SIZE strategy does not 

provide any mechanism to evict such objects, which leads to pollution of the cache 

[ARLITT2000-2]. 

Table 2.3. References to cache replacement policies in the literature 

Paper 

1. ARLITT2000-1 

2. ARLITT2000-2 

3. ARLITT1999-2 

4. BAHN 

5. CAO 

6. CHENG 

7. DUARTE 

8. JIN 

9. LEE 

10. MAHANTI2000-1 

11. TATARINOV 

Policies Studied 

GDSF, LFU-DA, LRU 

GD-Size(l), GD-Size(Packets), 
LFU-Aging, SLRU, LRU-K, LFU, 
LRU, Size 

GDSF-Hits, GD-Size(l), GD-
Size(Packets), LFU-Aging, LFU-
DA, LRU 

LUV, Hybrid, LRV, GD-Size, LFU, 
LRU, Size 

GD-Size(l), GD-Size(Packets), 
LRV, Size, LRU 

LRU-SP, SLRU, LRV 

LRU, Size, LFU, PART 

GD-Size(l), GD-Size(Packets), 
LFU-DA, GD(1), LRU 

LRFU, LRU 

GD-Size(l), LFU-Aging, LRU 

LRU-K, LRU, LRU-Threshold, 
Pitkow/Recker 

"Champion" Policies 

GDSF, LFU-DA 

GDSize(l),GD-
Size(Packets), LFU-Aging, 
LRU-K, SLRU 

GD-Size(l), LFU-DA, GD-
Size(Packets), LRU 

LUV 

GD-Size(l), LRU 

LRU-SP 

Size, LRU 

GD-Size(l),GD-
Size(Packets) 

LRFU 

GD-Size(l), LFU-Aging 

LRU-K 
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2.4.1.3. Least Recentlv Used (LRLD 

The LRU policy removes the object that has not been accessed for the longest 

period of time. This policy works well in workloads that exhibit strong temporal locality 

(i.e., recency of reference) [ARLITT2000-1 ]. This traditional policy is the one most often 

used in practice. Previous studies [CAO, WILLIAMS] have found that LRU does not 

work as well as other policies for Web proxy caches since it considers only a single 

workload characteristic [ARLITT2000-2]. 

2.4.1.3.1. LRU-K 

The LRU-K replacement policy proposed by O'Neil et al. [O'NEIL] considers 

both frequency and recency of reference when selecting an object for replacement. In an 

attempt to improve performance, this policy retains historical information (the last K 

reference times) on objects even if they have been removed from the cache. This policy 

requires two parameters: K and RP. The LRU-K policy retains the K newest reference 

times for each object. Objects with fewer than K references are the first candidates for 

replacement, followed by the object with the oldest reference time. The parameter RP is 

used to limit the length of time (i.e., the retaining period for objects that are no longer in 

the cache). RP is needed to prevent the policy from accumulating too much historical 

data[ARLITT2000-l]. 

2.4.1.3.2. Segmented LRU (SLRU) 

The Segmented LRU (SLRU) policy was originally designed for use in a disk 

cache [KAREDLA]. The SLRU policy partitions the cache into two segments: an 

unprotected segment and a protected segment (reserved for popular objects). On the 

initial request for an object, the object is added to the unprotected segment. When a cache 

hit occurs, the object is moved to the protected segment. Both segments are managed 

with the LRU policy. However, only objects in the unprotected segment are eligible for 

replacement. When objects are removed from the protected segment they are added to the 

most recently used position in the unprotected segment. This allows the once popular 

objects to remain in the cache for a longer period of time in case they regain their 
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popularity. If space is needed to add these objects, the least recently used objects in the 

unprotected segment are removed [ARLITT2000-1]. 

2.4.1.3.3. Size-Adjusted LRU 

Size-Adjusted LRU sorts all objects in the cache in terms of the cost-to-size ratio, 

l/yS. ' AT.^ ) , where Si is the size of the object i, AT^ is the elapsed time from last access 

to current time t. It then greedily discards those with the least cost-to-size ratios from the 

cache. Furthermore, to avoid expensive calculation of the cost-to-size ratios for all 

objects, a so-called Pyramidal Selection Scheme (PSS) is used. In this scheme, objects 

are classified into a limited number of groups based on log2 (5/ze), so that objects within 

a same group are similar in sizes. Each group is maintained using a LRU mechanism: a 

hit will make the hit object move to the most recently used. The basic Size-Adjusted LRU 

policy only applies to a limited set of least recently used objects from all nonempty 

groups to make the final decision. The object with largest S- • AT.^ will be purged from 

the cache [CHENG]. 

2.4.1.3.4. LRU-SP 

The basic idea of LRU-SP is to incorporate the frequency-based extension of 

Segmented LRU into the Size-Adjusted LRU scheme. Here, an important issue is how to 

change the cache state when an object gets one more access. To answer this problem, an 

extended cost-to-size model is introduced [CHENG]. 

Given that nref is the number of accesses to object / since being cached, then the 

new cost-to-size model is: 

inref,/{SrAT„)) ( 2 1 ) 

In this way an object's key will increase as it is re-referenced. Objects are 

classified into a limited number of groups according to [\og^{Sjnref)], instead of 

[log2(^,)]; a hit may make the requested object move to new LRU list according to its 

new value of [logj{S^ /nref )]; each group is managed using a LRU policy [CHENG]. 
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2.4.1.3.5. LRU-Threshold 

LRU-Threshold is the same as LRU, except documents larger than a certain 

threshold size are never cached [CAO]. 

2.4.1.3.6. Log(Size)+LRU 

Log(Size)+LRU evicts the document that has the largest log(size) and is the least 

recently used among all documents with the same log(size) [CAO]. 

2.4.1.3.7. Pitkow/Recker 

Pitkow/Recker removes the least recently used document, except if all dociunents 

are accessed today, in which case the largest one is removed [CAO]. 

2.4.1.4. Least Frequentiv Used (LFU) 

The Least Frequently Used policy (LFU) maintains a reference coimt for every 

object in the cache. The object with the lowest reference count is selected for 

replacement. If more than one object has the same reference count a secondary policy can 

be used to break the tie. One potential drawback of LFU is that some objects may 

accumulate large reference counts and never become candidates for replacement, even if 

these objects are no longer in the active set [ARLITT2000-1]. 

2.4.1.4.1. LFU with Aging (LFU-Aging) 

To alleviate the pollution problem in LFU, an aging policy can be implemented. 

This aging policy requires two parameters: AMOX, which imposes an upper limit on the 

reference count for all objects in the cache; and MRe/s, which imposes an upper limit on 

the reference count that can be obtained by a single object. Whenever the average 

reference count for objects in the cache surpasses AMOX, the reference count of each object 

in the cache is reduced by a factor of 2 [ARLITT2000-1]. 

2.4A.4.2. LFU with Dynamic Aging (LFU-DA) 
LFU with Dynamic Aging (LFU-DA) is a variant of LFU that uses dynamic aging 

to accommodate shifts in the set of popular objects. The dynamic aging policy prevents 
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previously popular documents from polluting the cache by adding a cache age factor to 

the reference count when a new object is added to the cache or when an existing object is 

re-referenced. Instead of adjusting all key values in the cache, as some aging mechanisms 

require, LFU-DA simply increments the cache age when evicting objects by setting it to 

the evicted object's key value. Thus, the cache age is always less than or equal to the 

minimum key value in the cache. This avoids parameterization of the policy, which LFU-

Aging requires [ARLITTl999-1]. 

2.4.1.3. Lowest-Latencv-First 

Lowest-Latency-First tries to minimize average latency by removing the 

dociunent with the lowest download latency first [CAO]. 

2.4.1.4. Least Recenflv/Frequentiv Used (LRFU) 

The LRFU policy associates a value with each object. This value is called the 

CRF (Combined Recency and Frequency) value and quantifies the likelihood that the 

object will be referenced in the near future. Each reference to an object in the past 

contributes to this value and a reference's contribution is determined by a weighing 

function F(x) where x is the time span from the reference in the past to the current time. 

For example, assume that object b was referenced at times 1, 2, 5, and 8 and that the 

current time (tc) is 10. Then, its CRF value at tc, denoted by C, (b), is computed as 

CjZ) )=F( l0- l ) -hF( l0-2)+F( l0-5)+F( l0-8) ^^^^ 

= F ( 9 ) + F ( 8 ) + F ( 5 ) + F ( 2 ) . 

F(x) essentially reflects the influence of the recency and frequency factors of an 

object's history in projecting the likelihood of it being re-referenced. In general, F(x) is a 

decreasing function to give more weight to more recent references. Therefore, a 

reference's contribution to the CRF value is proportional to the recency of the reference. 

The CRF value is formally defined as: 
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Cw(^)=S^L.-'J (2-3) 
1=1 

F(x) is defined as w ~ " v / / \ - - ) ^nd is discussed in more 

detail in the following section. 

The proposed LRFU policy replaces the block with the minimum CRF value. This 

policy differs from the LFU policy in that the contribution of each reference is not always 

the same, but depends on its recency. The policy also differs from the LRU policy in that 

it considers not only the most recent reference but also all the other references in the past 

[LEE]. 

2.4.1.5. Least Unified-Value (LUV) 

The Least Unified-Value (LUV) policy evaluates a Web document based on its 

retrieval cost normalized by the likelihood of it being re-referenced. This results in a 

normalized assessment of the contribution to the value of a document, leading to a fair 

replacement policy. LUV associates a value Value(i) to each document / in the cache and, 

when needed, replaces the document that has the smallest Value. Value(i) in LUV is 

defined as 

Value(i) = Weight{i) • / /( /) (2.4) 

Weight(i) denotes the retrieval cost of a document per unit size and is defined as 

Weight(i)=cjs. (2.5) 

where c, and si denotes the cost and the size of document i respectively, c, can be 

defined differently according to the performance measure of interest, and for the HR, 

BHR, and DSR measures, the c, value used would normally be 1, the document size, or 

the download latency, respectively. 

H(i) represents the likelihood of re-reference, that is, the worth of the document 

based on observations of past behavior. For the LUV algorithm, this is based on the 

recency and frequency histories of all of the past references on document /. This notion is 

taken directiy from the LRFU replacement policy (2.4.1.15) [LEE]. Each reference to a 

document i in the past contributes to H(i) and a reference's contribution is determined by 
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a weighing function F(x) where x is the time span from the reference in the past to the 

current time. For example, assume that document i was referenced at ti, ti, and t^. Then, 

H(i) at current time, tc, is computed by 

H{i)= F{S,)+F{S,)+F{d,) (2.6) 

where 

1̂ =^c-(iA =t^-t^,andS,=t^-t, (2.7) 

A formal definition of H(i) is, then, given as 

H^htH'.-h) (2.8) 
k=l 

where tc is the current time, n is the number of references made to document / 

since it has been brought into the cache, and tk is the time of the A:-th reference. F(x) 

would generally be a decreasing function as more weight should be given to more recent 

references. The function used is the same as in the original LRFU presentation [LEE], 

that is, 

F ( x ) = ( l / 2 f ( 0 < ; L < 1 ) (2.9) 

When X is equal to 0, H(i) simply counts the number of previous references and 

LUV is reduced to a weighted LFU. As 1 increases, LUV gives more weight to more 

recent references. When X is equal to 1, the original LRFU is reduced to the LRU 

algorithm, which considers only the last reference time. Then, at first glance, LUV may 

again be thought of as a weighted LRU similar to GD-SIZE (described in the next 

section) [ARLITT2000-2]. This is not the case, however, though LUV indeed gives more 

weight to more recent references. Moreover, there is an important difference between 

LUV with X = 1 and GD-SIZE. Both of the algorithms increase the Value of a document 

when it is referenced, and decrease it as time progresses. This aging mechanism reflects 

the recency of past references in caching environments where non-uniform costs may be 

associated with the objects. While LUV applies the same decremental rates to all of the 

documents in the cache, GD-SIZE applies the same decremental values. For example, let 

the Value of documents A and B be 1000 and 10, respectively, at time /, and no reference 

is made to these documents up to time /+1. Then, when the same decremental value of 1 
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is applied, as in GD-SIZE, the Value of A and B becomes 999 and 9, respectively, at time 

^+1. When the same decremental rate of 0.1 is applied as in LUV, the Value of A and B 

becomes 900 and 9, respectively. Though both methods are identical in philosophy, the 

same decremental value method has a weakness in that it may incur cache pollution when 

the cost of documents has large variations as it may be difficult to age documents with 

large costs in such enviroimients [BAHN]. 

2.4.1.6. GreedvDual-Size (GD-Size) and variants 

GreedyDual-Size (GD-Size) replaces the object with the smallest key value for a 

certain utility (cost) function. When an object / is requested, it is given a priority key AT, 

computed as follows: 

K,=C,/S,+L (2.10) 

where 

• Ci is the cost associated with bringing object i into the cache. 

• Si is the object size. 

• Z is a miming age factor that starts at 0 and is updated for each replaced (evicted) 

object/to the priority key of this object in the priority queue. 

Cao and Irani [CAO] identified several variations of the GreedyDual-Size policy. 

To get the best hit rate with GD-Size, the Cost function of each object is set to 1. In this 

way, larger objects have a smaller priority key than smaller ones, and are more likely to 

be replaced if they are not referenced again in the near future. To maximize the hit rate, it 

is more "profitable" to replace one large object than many small objects. This strategy is 

denoted GD-Size(l). To get the best byte hit rate with GD-Size, the Cost function is set 

to 2 + SJ536 . This function estimates the number of network packets sent and received 

to satisfy a cache miss for a requested object (as explained in section 2.2.1 under 

Weighted hop reduction), and therefore tries to minimize network traffic. This strategy is 

denoted GD-Size(Packets) [ARLITT2000-2]. 
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2.4.1.6.1. GreedyDual-Size with Frequency (GDSF) 

The GD-Size policies perform well, but do have one significant shortcoming: they 

do not take into account how many times the object was accessed in the past. For 

example, consider how GD-Size(l) handles two different objects of the same size. If they 

are requested at about the same time, they are inserted into a priority queue with about 

the same key value. The object/i, which was accessed n times in the past will get the 

same Ki value as the object^2 accessed for the first time. In the worst-case scenario,/i 

will be replaced instead of^. 

The GD-Size algorithm can be improved to reflect object access pattems by 

incorporating a frequency count Fi in the computation of .^,. By inserting Ft into (2.10), 

we obtain 

K,=F,*C,/S^+L (2.11) 

Where again, 

• d is the cost associated with bringing object / into the cache. 

• Si is the object size. 

• L is a mnning age factor that starts at 0 and is updated for each replaced (evicted) 

object/to the priority key of this object in the priority queue. 

• Fi is the object's reference count. 

This policy achieves the best hit rate when d = 1. This strategy is denoted as 

GDSF-Hits [ARLITT2000-2]. 

2.4.2. Virtual caches 

There may not be a single policy that maximizes the performance of both hit rate 

and byte hit rate. A drawback of having two policies is that a decision must be made on 

which metric is most important, and therefore, which replacement policy should be used. 

In some situations, the choice may be obvious; in others both, high hit rates and high 

byte-hit rates may be important [ARLITT2000-2]. 

Arhtt et al. [ARLITT2000-2] have developed an approach that can focus on both 

of these metrics simultaneously. This approach logically partitions the cache into N 
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virtual caches. Each virtual cache (VC) is then managed with its own replacement 

policy. Initially, all objects are added to VCQ. Replacements from VCj are moved to 

VCi+i. Replacements from VCn-i are evicted from the cache. All objects that are re-

accessed while in the cache (i.e., cache hits) are reinserted in VCQ. This allows in-demand 

objects to stay in the cache for a longer period of time. For example, to achieve high hit 

rates and high byte hit rates simultaneously, two VCs are used. One VC focuses on 

obtaining high hit rates; the other VC aims to achieve high byte hit rates [ARLITT2000-

2]. 

[ARLITT2000-2] found that the use of the VC management approach does in fact 

improve the performance of the cache across multiple metrics. Both the hit rate and byte 

hit rate of the VC management approach appear to be botmded by those of the policies 

used to manage each of the individual VCs. 

2.5. Summarv 

In this chapter those topics of Web caching relevant to this thesis have been 

presented. Reviewing, these are: 

1. The role played by Web proxies and Web caching in the framework of the Web, 

the ways in which caching can improve performance by reducing latency and 

intemal traffic, and the special problems presented by caching systems in the 

Web, such as variable object sizes, temporal locality and long-term access 

frequency. 

2. The importance of the replacement policy in a caching system, and the issue of 

when to mn the policy: on-demand, periodically or both on-demand and 

periodically. 

3. Current approaches being explored to improve Web cache performance, such as: 

clues about fixture references, filling in or replacing gaps, and alias discovery. 

4. The metrics commonly used to gauge the performance of Web caching systems, 

especially hit rate and byte hit rate. The tradeoff that exists between these two 

metrics, and the relevance of the tradeoff for this research. 
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5. The importance of Web server and proxy server log traces in the determination of 

the performance of existing and new replacement policies by mnning simulations. 

Also, the kind of information that can be extracted from the log traces that can be 

helpful in the design of new replacement policies. 

6. How a cache replacement policy simulator works by using actual data stored in 

the log traces. 

7. A description of existing Web cache replacement policies and the factors taken in 

consideration by those policies to work. Also, the Virtual Caches approach and its 

possible role in balancing hit rate and byte hit rate. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter a methodology to analyze the performance of existing Web cache 

replacement policies is introduced, with special attention paid to the approach of Virtual 

Caches. The question to be answered is whether it is possible or not to optimize for two 

performance metrics (HR and BHR) at the same time, and if so, what is the best 

combination of pohcies, relative cache sizes and policy order in the caches to use. 

The overall research methodology, depicted in Figure 3.1, is used to select the 

best and most representative policies among those described in section 2.4.1; prepare the 

log traces; describe and characterize the workloads used in the experiments; mn 

simulations for each of the selected policies; select the best performing policies on hit 

rate and byte hit rate; mn simulations using virtual caches and the policies chosen in the 

previous step; report results of the experiments. 

Arlitt [ARLITT2000-2] introduced the concept of virtual caches and performed 

the initial simulation experiments. The simulation portion of this study expands on 

[ARLITT2000-2] by using different initial replacement policies, cache sizes, percentage 

of cache sizes for the virtual cache experiments, and the use of more than one log trace in 

the simulations. 
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Select policies to test 

Pre-process log traces 

Collect workload characteristics 

Run experiments on selected policies 

Select best-performing policies 

Run experiments on VC configurations 

Report results 

I 
^ 

1 

I 
Figure 3.1. Research methodology 

3.1. Selection of Replacement Policies 

As described in section 2.4.1, there are scores of Web cache replacement policies. 

It would be unrealistic and counterproductive to assess the performance of all existing 

policies. For this reason, it makes sense to reduce the field of replacement policies. Two 

criteria are used in the study to select the policies: 

1. The policy is considered a "champion" policy. That is, it has been demonstrated that 

it outperforms other policies in previous studies. 

2. The policy has been widely studied or is popular. 

A quick reorganization of the information in Table 2.3 (References to cache 

replacement policies in the literature) is shown in Table 3.1. This table contains a list of 
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those policies assessed for their performance in the studies with the number of references 

of each one, and the frequency with which they ended up as best performers. 

Table 3.1. Number of references and champion policies in the literature. 

Policy 

1. GDSF 

2. GDSF-Hits 

3. GD-Size(l) 

4. GD-Size(Packets) 

5. Hybrid 

6. LFU 

7. LFU-Aging 

8. LFU-DA 

9. LRFU 

10. LRU 

11. LRU-K 

12. LRU-SP 

13. LRU-Threshold 

14. LRV 

15. LUV 

16. PART 

17. Pitkow/Recker 

18. Size 

19. SLRU 

Number of references 

1 

1 

6 

5 

1 

3 

3 

3 

1 

10 

3 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

4 

2 

Frequency 

1 

0 

5 

3 

0 

0 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

The selection of the pohcies to be analyzed is based on the information contained 

in Table 3.1. For policies that require the use of parameters, the parameters will be 

chosen following the results from past comparisons existing in the literature. The 

parameters that result in the best performance will be selected. According to these 

criteria, the policies selected for study are: 

1. GD-Size(l) (popularity, best-performer) 

2. GD-Size(Packets) (popularity, best-performer) 

3. LFU-Aging (popularity, best-performer) 
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4. LFU-DA (popularity, best-performer) 

5. LRU (popularity) 

6. Size (popularity) 

3.2. Description and Pre-Processing of Log Traces 

To get relevant results, it is important to select a representative set of server log 

traces. Two types of log traces can be used in the assessment of replacement policies: 

Web server traces and proxy server traces. As described before, the main difference 

between these two types of logs is that access pattems are more diluted in proxy server 

logs due to the fact that proxies serve more clients with more objects from many origin 

servers. Because of this, it could be expected that replacement policies should perform 

better on Web servers than on proxy servers. This question should find an answer in the 

experiments. 

The pre-processing of Web server HTTP log traces involves: 

1. Concatenate the log files of individual days into a single one, if necessary. 

2. Remove fields unnecessary for the experiments being performed (for example, date 

and time of day, for most experiments). 

3. Remove records of little or no importance for the simulation (for example, keep only 

GET requests in the policy simulations, discard requests for dynamic documents 

because these documents cannot be currently cached by HTTP). This, of course, is 

done after statistical information has been obtained on these features of the traces; 

i.e., information that should give some clues as to the possible effectiveness of the 

replacement policies. 

4. Represent the access log information in a more efficient manner (for example, map 

the unique URLs to distinct integer identifiers). 

5. Make sure all lines in the trace have the size of the object. In HTTP traces, the size of 

the document is exphcitiy given when the response code is 200. However, other 

responses would also imply the transfer of a document even if no document size is 
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given exphcitiy. To resolve this issue, the log is scaimed for a previous or subsequent 

occurrence of the document from which its size could be obtained. 

These actions have to be performed also on proxy server logs; however, these logs 

require some additional pre-processing. Proxy server logs include many IMS (If-

Modified-Since) and RE-FRESH requests with a reply code of "304" (Not Modified), hi 

order to include such requests in the workload, the sizes of the documents have to be 

determined using the procedure described in item 5 above. 

3.2.1. Description of Log Traces Selected 

Seventeen log traces (eleven from proxy servers, six from Web servers) have been 

chosen to perform the experiments. In this section, these logs will be briefly described. 

3.2.1.1. Boston Universitv 

These traces contain records of the HTTP requests and user behavior of a set of 

Mosaic clients miming in the Boston University Computer Science Department, spanning 

the timeframe of November 21, 1994 through May 8, 1995. During the data collection 

period, a total of 9,633 Mosaic sessions were traced, representing a population of 762 

different users, and resulting in 1,143,839 requests for data transfer. 

3.2.1.2. ClarkNet 

These two traces contain two weeks' worth of all HTTP requests to the ClarkNet 

WWW server. ClarkNet is a full Intemet access provider for the Metro Baltimore-

Washington DC area. The log spans from August 28, 1995 through September 10, 1995. 

A total of 3,328,632 requests were made during this period of time [CLARK-NET]. 

3.2.1.3. NASA 

The trace contains two months' worth of all HTTP requests to the NASA 

Kennedy Space Center WWW server in Florida. The log spans from July 1, 1995 through 

August 31, 1995. A total of 3,461,613 requests were made during this period [NASA]. 
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3.2.1.4. NLANR 

The National Laboratory for Applied Network Research (NLANR) at the 

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign uses the NLANR proxy cache as one of several 

top-level nodes in the NLANR Web caching hierarchy; it receives requests from sibling 

caches at the top level, as well as from lower-level caches for which it is a parent. Most 

of the clients of the NLANR cache at Urbana-Champaign are institutional-level caches 

located in the United States. Logs were collected from August 6, 2001 to August 21, 

2001. The NLANR proxy log is actually composed often separate logs from ten different 

servers in the hierarchy; information on each of the four NLANR logs used in the study, 

as well as all the other logs can be seen in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. Traces used 

Log name 

Boston University 
Clark-Net 
NASA 

NLANR (bo 1) 
NLANR (bo2) 
NLANR (sj) 
NLANR (startap) 

Totals 

Server 
type 

Web 
Web 
Web 
Proxy 
Proxy 
Proxy 
Proxy 

Time interval 

11/21/1994-05/08/1995 
08/28/1995-09/10/1995 
07/01/1995-08/31/1995 
08/06/2001 - 08/21/2001 
08/06/2001 - 08/21/2001 
08/06/2001-08/21/2001 
08/06/2001 - 08/21/2001 

Number 
of days 

167 
13 
61 
15 
15 
15 
15 

301 

Number of 
requests 

1,143,839 
3,328,632 
3,461,613 
3,651,853 
2,536,136 
1,485,801 
1,598,105 

17,205,979 

Table 3.3 shows a summary of some of the log traces that appear in other 

simulation experiments in the literature. Highlighted in italics are the ones used in this 

study. 
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Table 3.3. Traces used in the literature 

Paper 

ARLITT3 
ARLITT4 
ARLITT5 
BAHN 
BAHN 
CAO 
CAO 
CAO 
CHENG 
CHENG 
FAN 
FAN 
FAN 
FAN 
FAN 
JIN 
JIN 
JIN 
JIN 
MAHANTI 
MAHANTI 
TATARINOV 
TATARINOV 
TATARINOV 
TATARINOV 

Log name 

Cable-modem 
Cable-modem 
Cable-modem 
DEC 
NLANR 
DEC 
Virginia 
BU 
NLANR 
DEC 
DEC 
UCB 
Upisa 
Questnet 
NLANR 
DEC 
NLANR(RTP) 
NLANR(SD) 
NLANR(UC) 
Usask 
NLANR 
UCB 
UW 
ClarkNet 
NDSU 

Server type 

PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
WEB 
WEB 
PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
WEB 
WEB 
PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
PROXY 
WEB 
PROXY 
WEB 
WEB 
WEB 
WEB 

Time interval 

1/3/1997-5/31/1997 
1/3/1997-5/31/1997 
1/3/1997-5/31/1997 
9/1/1996 - 9/22/1996 

7/18/1999 - 7/31/1999 
8/X/1996-9/X/1996 

2/X/1995 - lO/X/1995 
ll/X/1994 5/X/1995 

unknown 
unknown 

8/29/1994 - 9/4/1994 
9/14/1996-9/19/1996 

l/X/1997 - 3/X/1997 
1/15/1998-1/21/1998 

12/22/1997 -12/23/1997 
4/9/1996 - 8/29/1996 
4/6/1999-6/17/1999 
4/6/1999-6/17/1999 
4/6/1999-6/17/1999 
1/3/1999 1/21/1999 

8/30/1999 - 9/19/1999 
1/1/1997-2/1/1997 

3/3/1997-3/17/1997 
8/28/1995 9/11/1995 
2/15/1997-3/22/1997 

Number 
of days 

148 
148 
148 
21 
13 

unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 
unknown 

6 
5 

unknown 
6 
1 

„ 142 
72 
72 
72 
18 
20 
31 
14 
14 
35 

Number of 
requests 

117,652,652 
115,310,904 
115,310,904 

609,951 
1,405,635 

24,000,000 
227,210 
135,000 

1,848,319 
4,985,128 
3,543,968 
1,907,762 
2,833,624 
2,885,285 
1,766,409 
3,543,968 
9,113,027 
9,082,461 
8,983,585 

10,371,995 
17,638,168 
2,291,646 
1,540,816 
2,936,945 

174,944 

3.3. Collection of Workload Characteristics 

The first step in improving a Web or proxy server's performance is to understand 

the nature of that server's workload. There is ample information that can be obtained 

from analyzing the data available in HTTP log traces. However, the focus of this 

workload characterization will be on those aspects of the workload that can affect 

performance. 
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3.3.1. Summary of Workload Characteristics 

General information on the workloads will be collected. From the raw log traces, 

the following information will be collected: 

1. Access log duration: Duration in time of the log traces. 

2. Total requests: Total number of requests fulfilled by the server. 

3. Average requests per day. 

4. Total content data: Total number of bytes transferred from the server. 

5. Average content data per day. 

6. Once the data has been reduced, the following information will be collected: 

7. Total requests: Number of requests that result in the transfer of bytes from the 

server to the client; i.e., keeping only GET requests in the resulting log. 

8. Total content bytes: Number of bytes transferred in GET requests. 

9. Unique objects: Number of unique requested URLs. 

10. Unique content bytes: Number of bytes in unique objects. 

11. Total cacheable requests: Number of requests for cacheable objects. 

12. Total uncacheable requests: Number of requests for uncacheable requests (the 

difference between Total requests and Total cacheable requests). 

13. Total cacheable bytes: Number of bytes from cacheable objects transferred. 

14. Total uncacheable bytes: Number of bytes from uncacheable objects transferred 

(the difference between Total content bytes and Total cacheable bytes). 

15. Unique cacheable objects: Number of cacheable URLs. 

16. Unique uncacheable objects: Number of uncacheable URLs (the difference 

between Unique objects and Unique cacheable objects). 

17. Unique cacheable objects' bytes: Number of bytes in cacheable objects. This 

number is used to set the cache size levels in the simulations. 

18. Unique uncacheable objects' bytes: Number of bytes in uncacheable objects 

(the difference between Unique content bytes and Unique cacheable objects 

bytes). 
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3.3.2. Response Status Codes 

HTTP response status codes are important especially to determine when a request 

results in file transfer. The most important status codes for the simulations (because they 

result in a file transfer) are: 'Successftil' (200), 'Found' (302), and 'Not Modified' (304). 

3.3.3. Object Types 

The increasing use of dynamic content in the Web is relevant to Web caching 

because current approaches are not able to cache dynamic content. The frequency 

distribution of object types should shed some light on this issue by showing the 

percentage of static and dynamic objects in the traces. 

3.3.4. Object Sizes 

Document size is one of the most important factors in Web caching. In fact, it is 

because of the variability in object sizes that there are two performance metrics (hit rate, 

and byte hit rate) and not one, and why it is difficult to optimize both metrics at the same 

time. Information on object sizes as well as items 3.3.2 - 3.3.4 will be presented as a 

frequency distribution for the different classes in tables or graphs as appropriate. 

3.3.5. Recency of Reference 

To determine the weight of the recency of reference in the workloads (measure 

their temporal locality) the standard LRU stack-depth analysis described in section 

2.2.2.6 will be performed. Information generated by this analysis could be a predictor of 

the performance of policies that use temporal locality as one of their deciding 

replacement factors. 
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3.3.6. Frequency of Reference 

A frequency distribution on the number of accesses of each object in each 

workload will be generated to determine the degree in which objects are re-accessed. 

One-timer documents will receive special attention. 

3.3.7. Tumover 

To understand the rate of change of the set of popular objects, a hot-set drift 

analysis as described in section 2.2.2.8 will be performed on all workloads. 

3.4. Replacement Policies Simulation Experiments 

The core element of this research is, of course, the simulation of the replacement 

policies. There are two key factors in the experiments: cache sizes and replacement 

policy. The following sub-sections detail the methodology for performing these 

experiments. 

3.4.1. Cache Sizes 

As a mle, the larger the cache, the higher the performance of the replacement 

policy will be. However, in spite of the falling prices of storage, the widening availability 

of broadband coimections and as a consequence, larger files, will no doubt offset these 

gains. Because of this, the way that replacement policies perform on relatively small 

cache sizes will remain an important factor. 

The simulations will be mn using several different cache sizes, trying to optimize 

cache size and cache performance simultaneously. Cache size levels will be set as 

percentages of the total number of bytes in the object set of each trace (Unique content 

bytes in section 3.3.1). This method of setting the cache sizes is used in the literature 

[BAHN, CAO, CHENG, JIN, SHIM] instead of using absolute values to standardize the 

sizes across different logs. Seventeen different cache size levels will be used in the 

experiments. These levels are: 0.0025%, 0.005%, 0.01%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 
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2.0%, 5.0%, 10.0%, 15.0%, 20.0%, 25.0%, 30.0%, 40.0%, 50.0%, and 100.0% of the 

object set sizes. The intention behind the choice of this set of sizes is to get results of the 

performance of the cache replacement policies under a representative number of cache 

sizes. 

The last value of 100.0%) is important because it shows the highest performance 

that can be achieved by any policy, that is, the performance with an infinite cache size. 

3.4.2. Implementation Details 

The algorithm for the experiment on a single cache size is described by the 

flowchart in Figure 3.2. The algorithm will be repeated for each policy at each cache size 

level. The replacement policies selected for experimentation require only the unique ID 

of the object being requested and its size in bytes. The logs will be reduced in this 

manner, substituting the URLs for unique integers, and stripping the logs of all other 

fields. The log will be read until the end of the log file is reached. For each document 

requested, it is checked whether it is already in the cache. If the document is already in 

the cache, a "hif is recorded. If it is not, the document has to be placed in the cache. If 

there is enough space for the new document in the cache, the new document is placed in 

the cache. If there is not enough space, the replacement policy enters into action and 

selects which files to evict from the cache until there is enough space for the new 

document, and then this document is placed in the cache. This procedure is repeated until 

all entries in the log file have been processed. 

The simulations will be implemented using Visual C++ 6.0 (see Appendix D for 

the source code of the simulation experiments). The cache will be handled as a priority 

queue ordered by the index imposed by each policy. To improve performance, 

specifically in determining whether an object is in the cache or not, an array of Boolean 

values the size of the object set cardinality will be used. This allows determining the 

presence of an object in the cache in constant time, regardless of the number of objects in 

the cache. 
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Figure 3.2. Replacement policy simulation algorithm 

3.5. Selection of Best-Performing Policies 

The output of the programs will be the performance measured in hit rate and byte 

hit rate on each policy, for each trace at all the different cache levels. This data will be 

presented in the form of tables and charts to aid in the analysis. These results will be 

compared with the resuUs obtained by previous studies of cache replacement policies. 
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ft is not expected that a single policy will be found that optimizes both 

performance metrics at all cache size levels in all log traces. The goal is to select the 

policies that independenfly optimize hit rate and byte hit rate on "most" of the traces, 

with special attention paid to those policies that perform better on small cache sizes. 

The simulations will generate a large amount of data regarding the performance of 

each of the seven cache replacement policies selected for the study on both HR and BHR. 

Each replacement policy will be tested on 7 different log traces at 17 cache size levels. 

This means that 119 data points will be produced during the simulations for each policy 

on each performance measure. 

The way this problem is tackled in studies that compare the performance of cache 

replacement policies is to graph the cache sizes against the hit rate or byte hit rate at each 

size. The policy with the "besf curve is then selected as the best performer. However, the 

decision of which is the best curve can be very subjective. To aid in the selection of the 

best performing policy, a measure of the performance of each policy for each trace will 

be used. 

This performance measure for the hit rate will be simply the sum of the hit rates 

achieved by the replacement policy in each of the cache sizes: 

AHR = ^ (3.1) 
n 

where 

AHR 

HRi 

n. 

Normalized hit rate across cache sizes; 

Hit rate for the /"" experiment (0.0 < HR, < 1.0); 

Number of experiments 

Similarly, the byte hit rate normalized across cache sizes is: 

Y^BHR, 
ABHR = ^ (3-2) 

n 

The main purpose of this formula is to come up with a single number that 

indicates how well the policy does across all cache sizes. However, because the 
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performance of different replacement policies tends to vary at different cache sizes, 

results will be additionally segregated into three size categories. The categories will be: 

small (0.0025% - 0.1%), medium (0.5% - 15.0%), and large (20.0% -50.0%). For each 

log, the ranking of each policy in the three categories will be added, and the policy that 

achieves the best average ranking will be selected as the best performer. 

Once the best performer in each metric has been determined for each log, the two 

policies that emerge as the most consistent best-performers will be chosen. 

3.6. Virtual Cache Experiments 

Virtual caches were defined in section 2.4.2. In the experiments, a setup with two 

virtual caches (VCQ and VCi) will be used. The variables in the experiments will be: 

• The cache size (the same as in the previous experiments). 

• The sizes of VCo and VCi as a percentage of the total cache size: these will be 

represented as a pair of values A-B, where A is the percentage of the size of VCo and 

B is the percentage of the size of VCi. Arlitt uses only three combinations in his 

Virtual Cache experiments [ARLITT2000-2]. To get more accurate and 

representative results, however, the combinations used in these experiments will be: 

10%-90%, 20%-80%, 30%-70%, 40%-60%, 50%-50%, 60%-40%, 70%-30%, 80%-

20%, and 90%-10%. 

The experiments will be mn on the same traces and cache sizes as those described 

in section 3.5. The normahzed performance measures will also be calculated and 

compared with the results of the previous experiments. Also, the performance on hit rate 

and byte hit rate will be graphed against the relative cache sizes to determine whether 

varying the relative sizes changes the performance in any consistent manner. 

3.7. Summary 

This chapter has presented the methodology to be used in the study. Through the 

use of this methodology, it is possible to approach the problem of assessing the 
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performance of existing Web cache replacement policies. The study consists of five main 

phases: 

1. Select from the existing literature the policies to be included in the study. 

2. Describe and characterize the log traces to be used in the simulations. 

3. Run simulation experiments on the replacement policies selected in step 1. 

4. Offer results of the simulations and select the best performers in hit rate and byte hit 

rate. 

5. Run virtual cache simulation experiments, compare results, and derive conclusions. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of the experiments described in the previous 

chapter. The chapter consists of three main sections. Resuks are presented for: 

1. Characterization of the seven log traces. 

2. Simulations of the six original replacement pohcies. 

3. Simulations of the Virtual Caches approach. 

Because of the expected differences in the characteristics of Web and proxy log 

traces, results of the characterization and simulations will be grouped into those two 

categories. 

4.1. Workload Characterization 

4.1.1. Summary of Workload Characteristics 

Table 4.1 shows a quick summary of the characteristics of the three Web log 

traces described in this study. As can be seen in the table, there is great variation in the 

time span of the traces: from 13 to 168 days; as well as in their level of activity: from 

6,809 to 256,049 requests per day, and from 190 to 2,285 MB's transferred per day. 

Based on this data, it is clear that of the three logs ClarkNet shows the highest 

level of activity, with NASA coming in second and BU, last. 
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Table 4.1. Summary of Web access log characteristics 

Start date 
Ending date 
Number of days 
Total requests 
Average requests per day 
Total content data (MB) 

Average content data per day (MB) 

BU 

11/21/94 
05/08/95 

168 
1,143,839 

6,809 
7,220 

43 

ClarkNet 
08/28/95 
09/10/95 

13 
3,328,632 

256,049 
29,711 

2,285 

NASA 
07/01/95 
08/31/95 

61 
3,461,613 

56,748 
31,308 

513 

Table 4.2 shows the same information for the proxy traces as Table 4.1. In this 

case, the time span of the logs is shorter, but the intensity of that activity is higher than 

that of the Web logs (with the exception of ClarkNet). The number of requests goes from 

99,053 to 243,457 requests per day, with an average number of 154,532 requests per day. 

The number of bytes transferred by the proxies is also greater than that of the Web 

servers, ranging from 954 to 3,202 MB transferred per day. 

Table 4.2. Summary of proxy access log characteristics 

Start date 
Ending date 
Number of days 
Total requests 
Average requests per day 
Total content data (MB) 
Average content data per day (MB) 

BOl 
08/06/01 
08/21/01 

15 
3,651,853 

243,457 
48,037 

3,202 

B02 
08/06/01 
08/21/01 

15 
2,536,136 

169,076 
25,170 

1,678 

SJ 
08/06/01 
08/21/01 

15 
1,485,801 

99,053 
17,671 

1,178 

STARTAP 
08/06/01 
08/21/01 

15 
1,598,105 

106,540 
14,313 

954 

4.1.1.1. Cacheable/Uncacheable obiects 

The first step in pre-processing the logs is to determine which objects in the logs 

are cacheable, and therefore available to be included in the simulations. Figure 4.1 shows 

the percentages of cacheable and uncacheable requests and bytes transferred in the logs. 

As can be seen in Figure 4.1., the majority of the requests are for cacheable objects, even 
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though there is some variation among the logs. This indicates that caching should 

improve the performance of these systems, specifically as it relates to the user latency in 

its relationship to the hit rate. The ratio of cacheable/uncacheable bytes is even higher 

which also bodes well for a reducing intemal traffic as it relates to byte hit rate 

performance. 
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i 
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D Total cacheable requests • Total uncacheable requests'' 

100% 
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40% 

20% 

0% 

Percentage of Cacheable/Uncacheable Bytes 

BU OarkNet NASA bol bo2 SJ startap 

D Total cacheable bytes • Total uncacheable bytes 

Figure 4.1. Percentage of Cacheable/Uncacheable Requests and Bytes 

Table 4.3 shows the number of unique objects among the different logs. A clear 

difference appears between Web server logs and proxy server logs. As described in 

section 2.1.2. Factors Affecting Web Cache Performance, in general Proxy servers serve 

a higher number of distinct documents than Web servers. 
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Table 4.3. Number of unique cacheable objects and requests 

Unique Content Bytes 
Unique Cacheable Objects 

Unique Content Bytes 

Unique Cacheable Objects 

BU 

1,759,141,349 
71,247 

bol 

25,773,664,282 
1,673,902 

ClarkNet 

2,606,676,810 
29,853 

NASA 

306,118,289 
5,498 

bol 

13,732,851,589 
1,091,784 

sj 
8,933,414,082 

511,464 

startap 

4,390,969,241 

507,250 

4.1.2. Response Status Codes 

As described in section 2.2.2.3, HTTP response status codes can be usefiil in 

characterizing a workload because they provide information on which requests result in 

the successftil transfer of the requested document. Response status codes information is 

available for all logs except BU and ClarkNet, where that field does not appear in the 

traces. Table 4.4 and Figure 4.2 show statistics about response status codes. Codes that 

result in a document transfer in-this case are: 200, 304, 302, and 301. Here, it is obvious 

that a vast majority of the requests result in a document transfer, from 70.76% to 99.39% 

of the requests. 

Table 4.4. Response Status Codes 

Status Code 
200 
304 
302 
504 
404 
503 
301 
403 
Other 

Log 
NASA 
89.56% 

7.72% 
2.11% 
0.00% 
0.60% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.01% 
0.00% 

BOl 
64.90% 
19.78% 
8.63% 
2.45% 
1.58% 
1.03% 
0.42% 
0.28% 
0.95% 

Bo2 
64.08% 
11.46% 
6.85% 
3.68% 
1.00% 
0.65% 
0.35% 
0.42% 
0.72% 

SJ 
62.53% 

5.19% 
2.98% 
1.88% 
0.41% 
0.20% 
0.05% 
0.56% 
3.96% 

STARTAP 
38.85% 
30.51% 

3.48% 
23.08% 

1.01% 
1.89% 
0.30% 
0.03% 
0.85% 
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Figure 4.2. Response Status Codes 

4.1.3. Object Types 

As reported in section 2.2.2.4, previous studies [ARLITT 1999-2] show that for all 

of the HTTP requests that result in a successftil response from the proxy, images (73.1%) 

and HTML files (12.4%)) account for most of the requests. Table 4.5 and Figure 4.3 show 

the distribution of requests in the different logs by object type. Objects have been 

classified into eight categories. The data presented here confirms previous results as 

image objects account for 69.58% - 87.13%) of the transferred documents and HTML for 

9.32%-26.13%. 

It is interesting to notice that the percentage corresponding to code (that is, 

dynamic documents such as cgi scripts, asp, php, etc.) is very minimal in some of the 

logs; however, for the more recent ones that percentage is greater. Still, even in the log 

with the highest presence of dynamic documents, close to 80% of all transfers are of 

cacheable objects. 
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Table 4.5. Percentage of Requests by Object Type 

Object Type 
Code 
Compressed 
Document 
Html 
Image 
Movie 
Sound 
Text 

Log 

BU 

0.08% 
0.08% 
0.43% 

12.05% 
87.22% 

0.05% 
0.09% 
0.11% 

ClarkNet 
0.24% 
0.07% 
0.01% 

19.04% 
80.06% 

0.01% 
0.22% 
0.34% 

NASA 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.01% 

26.13% 
70.50% 

1.53% 
0.23% 
1.59% 

BOl 
12.99% 
0.42% 
0.20% 

11.28% 
74.14% 

0.38% 
0.30% 
0.31% 

BOl 
17.64% 
0.26% 
0.22% 

11.70% 
69.58% 

0.13% 
0.26% 
0.22% 

SJ 

11.15% 
0.62% 
0.07% 
9.32% 

78.46% 
0.11% 
0.14% 
0.14% 

STARTAP 
5.48% 
0.40% 
0.17% 

13.06% 
80.45% 
0.15% 
0.18% 
0.12% 
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Figure 4.3. Percentage of Requests by Object Type 

Table 4.6 and Figure 4.4 show the percentage of bytes transferred by object type. 

Here, again, image and HTML documents account for the majority of transfers; however, 

their lead is narrower. This might be a hint to a previous result that indicates that the 

majority of bytes transferred come from a few big documents as images and HTML 

documents especially tend to be smaller in size than other document types, such as movie 

and sound files. At any rate the analysis of object sizes should indicate whether or not a 

few large files contribute to most of the byte transfers. 
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Table 4.6. Percentage of Bytes Transferred by Object Type 

Object Type 
Code 
Compressed 
Document 
Html 
Image 
Movie 
Sound 
Text 

Log 
BU 
1.35% 
7.92% 
7.34% 

22.44% 
30.53% 
16.36% 
14.06% 
0.71% 

ClarkNet 
1.29% 
2.83% 
0.11% 

36.78% 
44.09% 

6.13% 
6.37% 
2.39% 

NASA 
0.00% 
0.02% 
0.24% 

12.65% 
67.13% 
10.82% 
3.55% 
5.59% 

BOl 
21.25% 

9.49% 
4.58% 

10.79% 
17.12% 
28.71% 

7.83% 
0.22% 

B02 
23.86% 

9.57% 
3.65% 

12.21% 
33.80% 
11.36% 
5.45% 
0.10% 

SJ 
7.57% 
8.03% 
0.17% 

10.00% 
68.57% 
4.52% 
1.02% 
0.12% 

STARTAP 
14.28% 
10.20% 

1.95% 
14.37% 
51.67% 
4.59% 
2.82% 
0.13% 
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Figure 4.4. Percentage of Bytes Transferred by Object Type 

Each of the object type's categories has been ftirther broken up into its 

contributing file types. The graphs for each of the logs are available in section A.l of 

Appendix A. 

4.1.4. Object Sizes 

Figure 4.5 shows a frequency distribution of requests by object sizes for log BOl. 

The shape of distributions for the other logs is similar to those presented in Figure 4.5. 

The graphs for the other logs can be seen in section A.2 of Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.5. Frequency Distribution of Requests by Object Sizes (BOl) 

, As can be seen in the previous graph, a majority of the requests is for small files. 

An̂  analysis of the data shows that 52.997%) of the requests are for files smaller than 

1,000 bytes, 90.624%) of the requests are for files smaller than 14,000 bytes, and 99.002% 

of the requests are for files smaller than 93,000 bytes. Table 4.7 shows this information 

for all logs. 

Table 4.7. Percentage of requests by object sizes at three different levels 

Log 
BU 
ClarkNet 
NASA 
Bol 
Bo2 
Sj 
Startap 

50%) 
6,000 
4,000 
4,000 
1,000 
1,000 
2,000 
1,000 

90% 
13,000 
24,000 
46,000 
14,000 
15,000 
28,000 
11,000 

99%. 
50,000 
75,000 

280,000 
93,000 
84,000 

156,000 
83,000 

Figure 4.6 shows a cumulative distribution of requests by object sizes and reflects 

the previous fact. 
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Figure 4.6. Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Requests by Object Sizes (BOl) 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show graphs plotting object sizes to.the number of bytes 

transferred also for log BOl. As before, the shapes of the graphs Tor the other logs are 

similar to those of BOl and can also be found in section A.2 of Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.7. Frequency Distribution of Transferred Bytes by Object Sizes (BOl) 
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Figure 4.8. Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Transferred Bytes by Object Sizes 
(BOl) 

The graphs confirm the long tail of the object sizes frequency distribution. An. 

interesting feature of the NLANR traces is the presence of a few peaks in the object 

frequency that seem to break the continuity of the distribution. A summary of these peaks 

showing the percentage of requests and bytes transferred represented by those peaks is 

detailed in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8. Peaks in byte transfers by size categories 

Log 
BOl 

B02 

SJ 
STARTAP 

Size interval 
618,000,000-619,000,000 
9,999,000,000 -
930,000 - 940,000 
9,999,000,000-
789,000 - 790,000 
1,706,000-1,707,000 

Request % 
0.1421% 
0.0082% 
0.1884% 
0.0051% 
0.2232% 
0.3271% 

Byte % 
7.8728% 
7.9617% 

16.7643% 
11.9612% 
12.5399% 
23.9999% 

4.1.5. Object Frequencies 

The logs were analyzed for object frequency in a similar fashion to the analysis of 

object sizes. Figure 4.9 shows a frequency distribution of the number of references for 
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each document present in log BOl. Figure 4.10 shows the number of bytes represented 

by those transfers. The graphs for the other logs are in section A.3 of Appendix A. It is 

clear from the graphs that the majority of the documents are requested only a few times, 

and conversely, only a few documents are requested many times. Yet, Figure 4.10 shows 

that those few documents represent a significant number of transferred bytes. This can be 

a significant fact for the byte hit rate in a replacement policy that can identify these large 

files. 
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Figure 4.9. Frequency Distribution of Requests by Number of Requests (BOl) 
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Figure 4.10. Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Requests by Number of Requests 
(BOl) 

Another frequency-related feature of the logs is what is referred to in the literature 

as "one-timer" documents [ARLITT5 and others]. One-timers are documents that are 

requested only once in the traces. These documents are important because there is no 

benefit in caching them, taking up space that could be better utilized by other documents. 

Table 4.9 shows the percentage of requests and bytes transferred corresponding to one-

timer documents. 

Table 4.9. "One-timer" documents 

Log 
BU 
ClarkNet 
NASA 
Bol 
Bo2 
Sj 
Startap 

Request % 
3.6120% 
0.2292% 
0.0744% 

41.5337% 
41.1490% 
33.9793% 
32.2485% 

Byte % 
28.5090% 

0.3166% 
0.1260% 

12.1320% 
17.9341% 
15.5691% 
22.7022% 
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The relatively high occurrence of one-timer documents in the logs, especially the 

NLANR logs, puts a ceiling on the performance that can be achieved by any cache 

replacement policy. 

4.1.6. Temporal Locality 

To measure temporal locality in the logs, the Least Recently Used Stack Depth 

Analysis and Hot-Set Drift Analysis were performed on the logs. The following two 

sections describe the results of these analyses. 

4.1.6.1. LRU Stack-Depth Analvsis 

The LRU Stack-Depth Analysis as described in section 2.2.2.6 was performed, 

obtaining statistics on the stack depth of the requests. These statistics are shown in Tables 

4.10 and 4.11 for th^ Web server and proxy server logs, respectively. , 

Table 4.10. Web server logs stack depth analysis results 

Median Stack Depth 
Mean Stack Depth 
Standard Deviation 
Unique Cacheable Objects 
Normalized Median Stack Depth 

Normalized Mean Stack Depth 

BU 
2.00000 

729.14601 
3,975.89452 

71,24 
0.00002 

0.01023 

ClarkNet 
380.000000 

1,386.422355 
2,552.654770 

29,853 
0.012729 
0.046442 

NASA 
44.000000 

189.264778 
382.121510 

5,498 
0.008003 
0.034424 

Table 4.11. Proxy server logs stack depth analysis results 

Median Stack Depth 
Mean Stack Depth 
Standard Deviation 
Unique Cacheable Objects 
Normalized Median Stack Depth 

Normalized Mean Stack Depth 

BOl 
2,313.00000 

119,691.94102 
228,280.63735 

1,673,90 
0.00138 

0.071510 

B02 
937.00000 

66,424.31984 
139,400.86480 

1,091,78 
0.00086 

0.06084 

SJ 
1,333.00000 

31,398.05635 
63,308.91678 

511,46 
0.00261 

0.06139 

STARTAP 
1,128.00000 

28,293.96188 
63,425.73671 

507,25 
0.00222 

0.05578 
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The tables contain information on the median and mean stack depth, standard 

deviation and the normalized stack depth medians and means. Normalizing consists of 

dividing the original value by the number of unique cacheable objects; this is done to 

account for the difference in number of objects in the logs. To visualize these values 

better, they have been graphed in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. 

LRU stack-Depth Analysis 
(Normalized Median Stack Depth) 

Figure 4.11. Normalized Median Stack Depth 

LRU stack-Depth Analysis 
(Normalized Mean Stack Depth) 

Log trace 

Figure 4.12. Normalized Mean Stack Depth 

The values obtained in this study are consistent with those obtained by 

[ARLITT 1999-2]. The median is the more relevant metric to try to make predictions on 
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the efficacy of recency-based replacement policies for each log. This is due to the fact 

that the median is less susceptible than the mean to be affected by extreme values. 

It would be prudent to suggest that for those logs with lower median stack depths, 

recency-based policies (such as, GD-Size() and GD-Size(P), but especially LRU) should 

perform better. Looking at the normalized medians, it would be safe to predict that 

recency-based policies should perform best in all logs (especially BU) except ClarkNet 

and NASA. The results of the cache replacement simulations should confirm or refute 

these assessments. 

4.1.6.2. Hot Set Drift Analvsis 

The Hot Set Drift Analysis was performed on all of the logs, except BU and 

NASA. These logs were not included in the analysis because their length in time (167 and 

61 days respectively) and corresponding lower level of activity make the effects of a hot 

set more diluted. The Hot Set Drift Analysis was performed as described in section 

2.2.2.8. The absolute as well as relative drifts were calculated for the logs at three 

different sizes of M (the set of most frequently referenced documents). 

The results of the analysis varied between logs. In some cases the drifts stayed 

somewhat constant while in others they showed great variation. Figure 4.13 shows the 

results of the Hot Set Drift Analysis. 

Several pieces of information can be inferred by analyzing the results of the 

analysis. The first such piece of information is the fact that, in general, the drift in the 

number of "hot" documents is smaller for smaller sizes of M. This means that temporal 

locality is strongest for the more recent documents and decreases with time. 

Second, in general, relative drift is less than absolute drift. This is a reasonable 

consequence of the fact that relative drift takes into account the daily changes in the hot 

set. However, it is interesting to note that absolute drift does not increase monotonically 

with time. This suggests that there exists a set of documents that is popular at all times. 

Yet, this conclusion appHes to traces of relative short length like those used in this 

analysis, and is not necessarily extensible to logs of longer duration. 
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Figure 4.13. Hot Set Drift Analysis Results (Cont.) 
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4.1.7. Relationship Between Workload Characterization and Simulation Results 

Here will be presented the way in which the workload characterization can act as 

an aid in the process of predicting the behavior of replacement policies. The 

characteristics found most relevant to the simulations will be presented in the following 

sections. 

4.1.7.1. Cacheable/uncacheable obiects and response status codes 

These characteristics of the logs do not offer any insight into which replacement 

policy can perform better for a particular log. However, the percentage of 

cacheable/uncacheable documents combined with the successful status codes do offer an 

upper limit on how well any replacement policy can perform. 
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4.1.7.2. Obiect types 

The distribution of object types in the log traces can aid in the selection of 

replacement policies by offering insight into the ways in which the hit rate and byte hit 

rate might behave. For example, for a log where a high percentage of the documents 

come from large documents, such as media (sound, video) files it should be easier to 

improve the byte hit rate by choosing a policy that gives preference to larger files (such 

as LRU, Size, LFU-Aging, LFU-DA or GD-Size(P)). On the other hand, a log where 

smaller files such as text and html are prevalent might make it easier to improve the hit 

rate by giving preference to a policy that chooses to cache smaller files, such as GD-Size. 

4.1.7.3. Obiect sizes and obiect frequencies 

Object sizes and frequencies are the workload characteristics that offer the most 

direct insight into the policy or policies that should perform best. Unfortunately, for the 

logs analyzed here the shapes of the size distributions are so similar as to be indistinct 

from one another. Because of this, these workload characteristics do not aid in the 

selection of a replacement policy. However, one feature of object frequency (number of 

one-timer documents) does offer insight into the upper-limit for the performance of a 

replacement policy. 

4.1.7.4. LRU Stack-Depth Analvsis and Hot-Set Drift Analvsis 

The LRU Stack-Depth Analysis is the workload characteristic that offers the most 

information on what policies should be the best performers for a particular log. In 

particular, this analysis is useful when the stack-depth number is remarkably low. In 

these cases a recency-based policy would be the best performer. 

On the other hand, the Hot-Set Drift Analysis does not offer insight into the 

selection of a replacement policy. 
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4.2. Replacement Policies Simulations Results 

In this section, the results of the replacement policies simulations are presented 

for both hit rate and byte hit rate. Results will be presented for each of the logs as well as 

a final analysis and comparison of the results. As described in section 3.5, the results of 

the simulation experiments will be divided into three categories according to the cache 

size. The results will be presented in this section as a ranking of each policy at the three 

size categories as well as a final ranking across size categories. More detailed results for 

each of the logs at all cache sizes are included in Appendix B. 

4.2.1. Web server logs 

This section presents the simulation results for Web server logs BU, ClarkNet, 

and NASA. Table 4.12 shows the hit rate results and Table and 4.13 shows the byte hit 

rate results. 

4.2.1.1. Hit Rate Results 

From Table 4.12 it is obvious that LRU is the best hit rate performer on small 

cache sizes. It outperformed all other policies on all Web logs. For medium and large 

cache sizes, however, GD-Size is the best performer on all logs, but ClarkNet where LRU 

was the best performer for medium cache sizes. However, GD-Size was the best 

performer across all cache sizes. 

Table 4.13 shows that LRU is the best overall byte hit rate performer. LRU 

finished first for small cache sizes on all logs. It also finished first for medium sizes on 

ClarkNet and NASA and for large on the ClarkNet log. For the BU log, LRU finished 

second on the cases in which it did not finish first. On the other hand, it finished last for 

large sizes on the NASA log. 
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Table 4.12. Web log hit rate performance rating 

Hit Rate Rating 

Cache sizes 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 
Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 
Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 
Average 

BU 
LRU 

10.000 

0.000 
0.000 

3.333 

SIZE 

2.236 
8.424 

9.781 
6.814 

LFU-AGING 

0.000 
1.566 
4.412 

1.993 

LFU-DA 

1.052 

2.883 
4.717 
2.884 

GD-Size 

2.964 

10.000 
10.000 
7.655 

GD-Size(P) 

1.740 
0.822 
5.376 
2.646 

ClarkNet 
LRU 

10.000 
10.000 
3.199 
7.733 

SIZE 

0.970 
4.874 
9.531 
5.125 

LFU-AGING 

0.000 
0.363 
0.000 
0.121 

LFU-DA 

0.412 
1.311 
0.768 
0.830 

GD-Size 

1.359 
6.306 

10.000 
5.888 

GD-Size(P) 

0.762 
0.000 
1.844 
0.869 

NASA 

LRU 

10.000 
5.959 
0.000 
5.320 

SIZE 

0.725 
10.000 
9.923 
6.883 

LFU-AGING 

0.195 
0.000 
2.974 

1.056 

LFU-DA 

0.000 
0.629 
4.950 
1.860 

GD-Size 

0.699 
9.952 

10.000 
6.884 

GD-Size(P) 

0.320 
6.511 
5.338 
4.056 

Final Web Results 

LRU 

10.000 
5.320 

1.066 
5.462 

SIZE 

1.310 
7.766 
9.745 
6.274 

LFU-AGING 

0.065 
0.643 
2.462 
1.057 

LFU-DA 

0.488 
1.608 
3.479 
1.858 

GD-Size 

1.674 

8.753 
10.000 
6.809 

GD-Size(P) 

0.941 

2.444 
4.186 
2.524 
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Table 4.13. Web log byte hit rate performance rating 

Byte Hit Rate Rating 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

small 
medium 

large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 
Average 

BU 
LRU 

10.000 
8.336 

6.923 

8.419 

LRU 

10.000 
10.000 
10.000 

10.000 

SIZE 

1.499 
0.000 
0.000 

0.500 

SIZE 

1.021 
0.000 
0.000 

0.340 

LFU-AGING 

0.000 
8.544 

9.216 

5.920 

LFU-DA 

1.082 
10.000 

10.000 

7.027 

ClarkNet 

LFU-AGING 

0.000 
3.844 
5.918 
3.254 

LFU-DA 

0.681 
4.697 
6.491 
3.956 

GD-Size 

2.320 
5.408 

5.771 

4.500 

GD-Size 

1.645 

3.287 
3.740 
2.890 

NASA 

LRU 

10.000 
10.000 
0.000 

6.667 

LRU 

10.000 
9.445 
5.641 

8.362 

SIZE 

0.078 
7.443 
9.376 
5.632 

SIZE 

0.866 
2.481 
3.125 

2.157 

LFU-AGING 

0.051 
0.000 
4.529 
1.527 

LFU-DA 

0.000 
1.863 
7.798 
3.220 

Final Web Results 

LFU-AGING 

0.017 
4.129 
6.554 

3.567 

LFU-DA 

0.588 
5.520 
8.096 

4.735 

GD-Size 

0.085 

9.274 
10.000 
6.453 

» 

GD-Size 

1.350 

5.990 
6.503 

4.614 

GD-Size(P) 

1.739 
6.383 
6.693 

4.938 

GD-Size(P) 

1.192 

3.556 
4.288 
3.012 

GD-Size(P) 

0.056 

8.671 
4.897 
4.541 

GD-Size(P) 

0.996 

6.203 
5.293 

4.164 

4.2.2. Proxy server logs 

This section presents the simulation results for the four NLANR Web proxy logs 

BOl, B02, SJ, and STARTAP. 

Table 4.14 shows the hit rate results for the Proxy server logs. Here, once again, 

LRU is the best performer for small cache sizes 
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Table 4.14 Proxy log hit rate performance rating 

Hit Rate Rating 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 
Large 
Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 
Large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 
Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
medium 
Large 

Average 

BOl 
LRU 

10.000 
6.596 

1.259 

5.952 

SIZE 

0.753 
8.379 

9.520 

6.217 

LFU-AGING 

0.196 
1.713 

0.770 

0.893 

LFU-DA 

0.000 
0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

GD-Size 

1.274 

10.000 
10.000 

7.091 

GD-Size(P) 

0.418 
1.778 
6.059 
2.752 

B02 
LRU 

10.000 

1.135 
0.000 

3.712 

SIZE 

1.397 
8.381 
9.455 
6.411 

LFU-AGING 

0.419 
2.215 
2.051 
1.562 

LFU-DA 

0.000 
0.000 
1.322 
0.441 

GD-Size 

1.908 
10.000 
10.000 
7.303 

GD-Size(P) 

0.668 
2.211 
6.930 
3.270 

SJ 
LRU 

10.000 
3.416 
0.000 
4.472 

SIZE 

0.441 
1.031 
8.272 

3.248 

LFU-AGING 

0.000 
0.000 
1.656 
0.552 

LFU-DA 

0.272 
1.883 
1.214 

1.123 

GD-Size 

1.935 
10.000 
10.000 
7.312 

GD-Size(P) 

0.455 
2.150 
5.432 
2.679 

STARTAP 
LRU 

10.000 
2.759 
0.000 

4.253 

SIZE 

2.795 
7.528 
8.082 

6.135 

LFU-AGING 

0.194 
0.000 

0.575 
0.256 

LFU-DA 

0.000 
0.944 

0.933 
0.626 

GD-Size 

3.063 
10.000 
10.000 

7.688 

GD-Size(P) 

1.543 
3.651 
7.183 
4.125 

Final Proxy Results 

LRU 

10.000 
3.476 
0.315 

4.597 

SIZE 

1.347 
6.330 
8.832 

5.503 

LFU-AGING 

0.202 
0.982 

1.263 
0.816 

LFU-DA 

0.068 
0.707 
0.867 
0.547 

GD-Size 

2.045 
10.000 
10.000 

7.348 

GD-Size(P) 

0.771 

2.448 
6.401 

3.207 
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Table 4.15. Proxy log hit rate performance rating 

Cache sizes 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 
Average * 

» 

Cache sizes 

Small 
medium 

Large 

Average 

Cache sizes 

small 
medium 

large 
Average 

Byte Hit Rate Rating 

BOl 
LRU 

10.000 

10.000 

10.000 

10.000 

SIZE 

0.000 

0.000 
0.000 

0.000 

LFU-AGING 

1.580 
8.052 

9.820 
6.484 

LFU-DA 

1.537 
7.780 
9.566 
6.294 

GD-Size 

0.950 
5.176 
6.538 
4.221 

GD-Size(P) 

1.362 
7.215 
9.426 
6.001 

BOl 
LRU 

10.000 
10.000 
9.984 

9.995 

SIZE 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

LFU-AGING 

3.679 
9.951 
9.960 
7.863 

LFU-DA 

3.490 
9.614 

10.000 
7.702 

GD-Size 

1.127 
7.399 
8.798 
5.775 

GD-Size(P) 

2.915 
9.230 
9.955 
7.367 

SJ 
LRU 

10.000 
10.000 
9.532 
9.844 

LRU 

10.000 
10.000 
9.987 

9.996 

SIZE 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

SIZE 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

LFU-AGING 

3.067 
9.159 

10.000 
7.409 

LFU-DA 

3.368 
9.574 
9.638 
7.527 

STARTAP 
LFU-AGING 

2.944 
9.586 
9.910 

7.480 

LFU-DA 

3.146 
9.772 

10.000 

7.639 

GD-Size 

1.728 
7.777 
7.891 
5.799 

GD-Size 

0.459 

6.907 
8.641 

5.336 

GD-Size(P) 

2.904 
9.231 
8.790 

•» 6.975 
• • 

GD-Size(P) 

2.698 

9.633 
9.872 

7.401 

Final Proxy Results 

LRU 

10.000 
10.000 
9.876 

9.959 

SIZE 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 

LFU-AGING 

2.818 
9.187 
9.922 

7.309 

LFU-DA 

2.886 
9.185 
9.801 

7.291 

GD-Size 

1.066 

6.815 
7.967 

5.283 

GD-Size(P) 

2.470 

8.827 
9.511 

6.936 

4.2.3. Final results 

Tables 4.16 and 4.17 show the final results for all logs and the hit rate and byte hit 

rate respectively. 

As expected, LRU is the best overall hit rate performer on small cache sizes, with 

GD-Size as the best overall performer for this measure. LRU is the best overall byte hit 

rate performer. Due to these results, GD-Size and LRU are selected as the policies to be 

used in the Virtual Cache experiments. 
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Table 4.16. Final hit rate performance rating 

Hit Rate 

Cache sizes 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Average 

Final Results 
LRU 

10.000 

4.266 

0.637 

4.968 

SIZE 

1.331 
6.945 

9.223 

5.833 

LFU-AGING 

0.143 
0.837 

1.777 

0.919 

LFU-DA 

0.248 
1.093 
1.986 

1.109 

GD-Size 

1.886 
9.465 

10.000 

7.117 

GD-Size(P) 

0.844 
2.446 
5.452 
2.914 

Table 4.17. Final byte hit rate performance rating 

Byte Hit Rate 

Cache sizes 

Small 
Medium 

Large 
Average 

Final Results 
LRU 

10.000 
9.762 

8.061 
9.274 

SIZE 

0.371 
1.063 
1.339 
0.925 

LFU-AGING 

1.617 
7.019 
8.479 
5.705 

LFU-DA 

1.901 
7.614 
9.070 
6.195 

GD-Size 

1.188 
6.461 
7.340 
4.996 

GD-Size(P) 

1.838 
7.703 
7.703 
5.748 

4.3. Virtual Cache Simulation Results 

This section introduces an analysis of the results of the Virtual cache simulation 

experiments. As described in the previous section, the two policies used for the Virtual 

cache simulations are GD-Size for hit rate and LRU for byte hit rate. Results are 

presented in a similar manner to the cache replacement policy simulations. The outcome 

of the experiments is presented again for: each server log, Web server logs, proxy server 

logs, and overall results. 

Several points are explored regarding the performance of the Virtual cache 

approach. These are: 

1. The performance of the system as compared to the best-performer policies GD-

Size and LRU. 

2. The relationship between the hit rate and byte hit rate performance of the Virtual 

Cache system and the percentage of space assigned to each Virtual Cache. In 

other words, whether hit rate and byte hit rate performance can be adjusted by 

adjusting the percentage of space. 
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4.3.1. Web server logs 

This section presents the Virtual Cache simulation resuks for Web server logs 

BU, ClarkNet and NASA. Appendix C contains the VC resuhs for the different size 

levels. 

4.3.1.1. BU 

Figure 4.14 shows the hit rate simulations results for the VC setup. The first two 

columns represent the performance rating for the LRU and GD-Size policies. The 

remaining columns show the performance for the VC setup with the first number in each 

column representing the relative size of VCI and the second, the relative size of VC2. As 

expected, GD-Size is the best hit rate performer. An important result is the fact that the 

hit rate decreases as the amount of cache space dedicated to GD-Size is reduced. If the 

converse happens with the byte hit rate, then it would be possible to control which metric 

is being optimized. 
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Figure 4.14. BU VC HR Performance Rating 

Figure 4.15 shows the byte hit rate results for the VC setup. In this case, LRU is 

the best-performer -again, as expected. In this case, the byte hit rate improves as the 

amount of space assigned to LRU is increased. This confirms that at least for this log it is 

possible to control the performance either performance metric. 
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Figure 4.15. BU VC BHR Performance Rating 

4.3.1.2. ClarkNet 

As can be seen in Figure 4.16, it holds for the ClarkNet log that: GD-Size is still 

the best hit-rate performer and LRU the worst; again, as the cache space assigned to GD-

Size is decreased, so does the hit rate performance. 
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Figure 4.16. ClarkNet VC HR Performance Rating 

Figure 4.17 similarly shows that the same facts hold for the byte hit rate, that is: 

LRU is still the best byte hit rate performer and as the cache space assigned to LRU 

increases, so does the byte hit rate. 
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ClarkNet VC(LRU~GD-Size) BHR Performance Rating 
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Figure 4.17. ClarkNet VC BHR Performance Rating 

4.3.1.3. NASA 

Figure 4.18 and 4.19 show the hit rate and byte hit rate results for the NASA log ' 

respectively. This log is different from logs BU and ClarkNet. Due to the closeness of the'' 

byte hit rate results of the original simulations (see section 4.2.1.3), the results in this case * 

are not as expected. First, LRU is the "best-performer" for both hit rate. Second, 

increasing the cache space available to LRU decreases both hit rate and byte hit rate. 
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Figure 4.18. NASA VC HR Performance Rating 
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NASA VC(LRU"GD-Slze) BHR Performance Rating D LRU 
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Figure 4.19. NASA VC BHR Performance Rating 

4.3.1.4. Web server logs final results 

Figure 4.20 shows the VC hit results for the server logs examined so far. As 

expected, what held^for the logs separately also holds for them collectively. That is, as the 

amount of space dedicated to GD-Size decreases so does the hit rate. 
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Figure 4.20. Web Server Logs VC HR Performance Rating 

Figure 4.21 shows the corresponding results for the byte hit rate. Here the results 

seem more attenuated. The cause for this seems to be the behavior of the byte hit rate in 

the NASA log. Figure 4.22 shows the same results but excluding the uncharacteristic 

NASA log. Here, it can be seen that the exclusion of the NASA logs produces the 
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expected result: as the amount of space available to LRU increases so does the byte hit 

rate. 

12 
Web Log VC (LRU-GD-Size) Rnal BHR Performance Rating 
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Figure 4.21. Web Server Logs VC BHR Performance Rating 

BU, ClarkNet Logs VC (LRU-GD-Size) Rnal BHR Performance Rating 
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Figure 4.22. Web Server Logs (excluding NASA log) VC BHR Performance Rating 

4.3.2. Proxy server logs 

This section presents the results of the VC simulations for proxy server logs: 

BOl, B02, SJ, and STARTAP. 
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4.3.2.1. BOl 

Figure 4.23 shows the hit rate results for the BOl log. The results for this log are 

the same as those for the BU and ClarkNet logs: GD-Size is the best hit rate performer, 

also the hit rate decreases as the amount of cache space dedicated to GD-Size is reduced. 

BOl VC(LRU~GD-Size) HR Performance Rating DLRU 
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Figure 4.23. BOl VC HR Performance Rating 

Figure 4.24. shows the byte hit rate results for log BOl. This log duplicates the 

previous results for byte hit rate in the BU and ClarkNet logs. However, in this case, 

increasing the space assigned to LRU does not always result in an increase in byte hit 

rate. In this case, the byte hit rate decreases for configurations where the space assigned 

to VCI is more than 60%. 
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Figure 4.24. BOl VC BHR Performance Rating 

4.3.2.2. B02 

Figure 4.25 shows the hit rate results for the B02 log. The results for this log are 

the same as those for BOl log: GD-Size is the best hit rate performer, also the hit rate 

decreases as the amount of cache space dedicated to GD-Size is reduced. 
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Figure 4.25. B02 VC HR Performance Rating 

The byte hit rate results for log B02 are shown in Figure 4.26. This log duplicates 

the previous resuks for byte hit rate in the BU and ClarkNet logs. However, in this case, 

increasing the space assigned to LRU does not always result in an increase in byte hit 
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rate. For example, when the percentage of space assigned to LRU goes from 60 to 70% 

and from 80 to 90% the byte hit rate actually decreases. 
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Figure 4.26. B02 VC BHR Performance Rating 

4.3.2.3. SJ 

Figure 4.27 shows the hit rate results. Again, for this log, GD-Size is the best-

performer and the hit rate decreases as the amount of cache space dedicated to GD-Size is 

reduced and this relationship holds for all Virtual Cache size assignments. 
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Figure 4.27. SJ VC HR Performance Rating 
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The byte hit rate results for the SJ log are shown in Figure 4.28. For this log, 

again, increasing the amount of space available for the LRU policy improves the byte hit 

rate. 
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Figure 4.28. SJ VC BHR Performance Rating 
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4.3.2.4. STARTAP 

Figure 4.29 shows the hit rate results for the STARTAP log. This log once again 

shows that GD-Size is the best performer and as the amount of cache space assigned to 

GD-Size is reduced, so does the hit rate performance. 

The byte hit rate results for log STARTAP are shown in Figure 4.30. Once more 

the best-performer is the LRU policy and as the cache space assigned to LRU increases 

so does the byte hit rate performance. 
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Figure 4.29. STARTAP VC HR Performance Rating 
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Figure 4.30. STARTAP VC BHR Performance Rating 

4.3.2.5. Proxv server logs 

The collective results for the proxy server logs are shown in Figures 4.31 and 

4.32. As expected from analyzing the individual logs, it holds that the best hit rate and 

byte hit rate performers are GD-Size and LRU respectively. Also, as the cache space 

assigned to a given metric is increased, the performance for that metric also increases. 
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Figure 4.31. Proxy logs VC HR Performance Rating 
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Figure 4.32. Proxy server logs VC BHR Performance Rating 

4.3.3. Virtual Cache Control of Hit Rate and Byte Hit Rate 

This section explores the level of control that the VC approach offers over the hit 

rate and byte hit rate. In the VC approach the hit rate as well as the byte hit rate 

performance has lower and upper bounds, that is, the lowest and highest performance that 

can be achieved by varying the cache space assignment between VCI and VC2. As seen 

in section 4.3.2 for all logs except NASA, increasing the space assigned to the policy that 

optimizes a particular metric tends to improve the performance in that particular metric 

and to affect the performance of the other metric negatively. There are two key questions: 

how good is the VC approach at achieving the highest possible rates, and how much does 

optimizing for one metric affect the other. The following sections detail this for the three 

cache size categories for all of the logs except NASA. 

4.3.3.1. Small cache sizes 

Figures 4.33 to 4.38 show the results of the VC simulations with hit rate and byte 

hit rate side by side for LRU, GD-Size, and each of the VC cache size distributions. LRU 

and GD-Size are included as reference points. Ideally for hit rate the VC performance at 

each level should be better than the performance of LRU, and conversely for the byte hit 

rate, the VC performance should be better than the performance of GD-Size. 
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The effect of control of the VC approach is not expected to be very marked in 

small cache sizes. This is due to the fact that for small cache sizes the best hit rate 

performer is LRU and not GD-Size. For the BU log the difference between the highest 

and lowest hit rate is just 0.29% and 0.46% for the byte hit rate. For the BU log the hit 

rate is competitive with that achieved by LRU, but the byte hit rate does not fare as well, 

being consistently lower than the byte hit rate performance achieved by GD-Size. 
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Figure 4.33. VC Performance Control on Small Cache Sizes (BU) 

The ClarkNet log is different from BU in that the best hit rate performer is GD

Size and not LRU. In this case the difference between the best and worst hit rate and byte 

hit rate performances is 9.87% and 0.5%, respectively. For this log there is great variation 

in the hit rate but not in the byte hit rate which remains virtually constant. 
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Figure 4.34. VC Performance Control on Small Cache Sizes (ClarkNet) 

LRU is the best performer for both metrics in log BOl. The differences between 

the best and worst performers are 2.55% for the hit rate and 1.32% for the byte hit rate. 
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Figure 4.35. VC Performance Control on Small Cache Sizes (BOl) 

For B02 once again LRU is the best performer for both metrics. Here, however, 

there's more variation in the rates as the difference between the best and worst 

performances are 2.24% for the hit rate and 4.18 for the byte hit rate. 
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802 HR/8HR Performance Comparison (small) 
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Figure 4.36. VC Performance Control on Small Cache Sizes (B02) 

For the SJ log once again LRU is the best performer in both metrics. Here, the 

difference between the highest and lowest hit rate is 2.81% and 3.18% for the byte hit 

rate. 

The STARTAP log offers the highest level of control of all logs for both metrics. 

The difference between the highest and lowest hit rate for this log is 5.41% and 13.24% 

for the byte hit rate. 
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Figure 4.37. VC Performance Control on Small Cache Sizes (SJ) 
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STARTAP HR/BHR Performance Comparison (small) 
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Figure 4.38. VC Performance Control on Small Cache Sizes (STARTAP) 

Figures 4.39 graphs a weighted average of both hit rate and byte hit rate for LRU, 

GD-Size and each of the VC cache levels and each of the logs (giving equal weight to hit 

rate and byte hit rate and setting a value of 100 to the rate achieved by the best-

performing policy in each metric). The purpose of this graph is to show how big the 

effect of optimizing a metric is on the other. Ideally, the average of the members of the 

VC configurations shouldn't at least be lower than the average of either LRU or GD-Size. 

As can be seen in the graphs, for small cache sizes, this is not so, instead LRU has 

consistently higher averages. This can be explained by the fact the LRU performed better 

on both hit rate and byte hit rate on small cache sizes. 
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Figure 4.39. Average Rates for Small Cache Sizes 

4.3.3.2. Medium cache sizes 

Figures 4.40 to 4.44 show the results for medium cache sizes. For the BU log, the 

hit rate and byte hit rate performance of the VC setup stay very close to the performance 

of GD-Size and LRU, respectively. This log shows very small variations in both hit rate 

(1.49%) and byte hit rate (0.14%) which is not as important since the VC configurations 

perform so close to the top performers. As seen in Figures 4.40 to 4.45, GD-Size achieves 

the highest weighted average hit/byte hit rate with VC configurations 10-90 to 70-80 

achieving higher average than LRU. 
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Figure 4.40. VC Performance Control on Medium Cache Sizes (BU) 

For the ClarkNet log the best VC cache level hit rate performer is very close to 

the performance of GD-Size, separated by only 0.16%; this fact also stands for the byte 

hit rate performance and LRU, separated by only 0.03%. For this log the variations in hit 

rate and byte hit rate are 3.32% and 2.18%, respectively. The weighted highest average 

hit/byte hit rate is achieved by VC configurations 20-80 to 70-30. 
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Figure 4.41. VC Performance Control on Medium Cache Sizes (ClarkNet) 

For the BOl log GD-Size is the best hit rate performer and LRU the best byte hit 

rate performer. Different VC configurations are competitive especially with GD-Size. 
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The difference between GD-Size and the best-performing hit rate VC configuration is 

0.31% and for the byte hit rate and LRU, 1.10%. There is also a greater degree of 

variation among the different VC configurations in both hit rate and byte hit rate. The 

difference between the best and worst performance for the VC configurations is 5.43% 

and for the byte hit rate 2.4%. The average rates in this configuration are higher than GD

Size for 10-90 to 40-60, but LRU is the best overall performer. 

801 HR/8HR Performance Comparison (medium) 
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Figure 4.42. VC Performance Control on Medium Cache Sizes (BOl) 

For the B02 log GD-Size is the best hit rate performer and LRU the best byte hit 

rate performer. Different VC configurations are competitive especially with GD-Size and 

to a lesser degree with LRU. The difference between GD-Size and the best-performing 

hit rate VC configuration is 0.28% and for the byte hit rate and LRU, 1.24%. There is 

also a greater degree of variation among the different VC configurations in both hit rate 

and byte hit rate. The difference between the best and worst performance for the VC 

configurations is 4.6% and for the byte hit rate 1.09%. The average rates in this 

configuration are higher than LRU for 10-90 to 70-30 and higher for GD-Size for 10-90 

to 50-50. 
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Figure 4.43. VC Performance Control on Medium Cache Sizes (B02) 

For the SJ log the best hit rate performer is again GD-Size and LRU is the best 

byte hit rate performer. Once again some VC configurations (10-90, 20-80, 30-70) are 

competitive with the hit rate achieved by GD-Size but this result is not duplicated for the 

byte hit rate. The difference between GD-Size and the top-performing VC configuration 

is 0.23%, while the difference is 1.6% between LRU and the best byte hit rate performer 

of the VC configurations. Also, there is some variation between the several VC 

configurations for both hit rate and byte hit rate. The difference between the best and 

worst hit performers among the VC configurations are 4.47% for the hit rate and 1.47% 

for the byte hit rate. Finally, the VC approach achieves high combined average rates as 

can be seen in Figure 4.46. For this log VC configurations 10-90 to 60-40 achieve an 

average rate that is higher than both LRU and GD-Size, and 70-30 is has an average rate 

higher than that of GD-Size. 
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Figure 4.44. VC Performance Control on Medium Cache Sizes (SJ) 

The best hit rate performer for the STARTAP log is GD-Size and LRU is the best 

byte hit rate performer. However, for this log contrary to the others, the byte hit rate is 

consistentiy higher than the hit rate. Once again, VC configurations are competitive with 

both GD-Size and LRU in hit rate and byte hit rate, respectively. The VC configurations 

that are competitive with GD-Size are 10-90 to 30-70, while the VC configurations 

competitive with LRU are 60-40 to 90-10. The difference between GD-Size and the VC 

configuration that achieves the highest hit rate performance (10-90) is 0.07%. Also, the 

difference between LRU and VC configuration that achieves the highest byte hit rate 

performance (90-10) is 1.39%. 

STARTAP HR/8HR Performance Comparison (medium) 

LRU GDS^e 10-90 20-80 30-70 40-60 50-50 60-40 70-30 80-20 90-10 
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Figure 4.45. VC Performance Control on Medium Cache Sizes (STARTAP) 

The difference between the best and worst hit rate performers of the VC 

configurations (10-90 and 90-10, respectively) is 5.1%, while the difference between the 

best and worst byte hit rate performers of the VC configurations (90-10 and 10-90, 

respectively) is 3.26%. Finally, the VC configurations achieve high average combined 

rates. Here, all VC configurations (except 90-10) achieve better combined rate than both 

LRU and GD-Size, and 90-10 achieves a higher combined rate than GD-Size. 
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4.3.3.3. Large cache sizes 

Figures 4.47 to 4.51 show a comparison of the performance of LRU, GD-Size and 

the VC configurations for small cache sizes. The ClarkNet log is not included because all 

policies achieved the same performance for large sizes. 

For the BU log, the best hit rate performer is GD-Size but only by the slimmest of 

margins. In fact, only 0.36% separate GD-Size from the worst-performing VC 

configuration. For the b3^e hit rate, the best performer is not LRU but VC configuration 

90-10, and the difference between the best and worst performing VC configuration is 

only 0.2%. VC configurations 10-90 to 80-20 achieve very similar combined average 

rates even though GD-Size achieves the highest rate. 
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Figure 4.47. VC Performance Control on Large Cache Sizes (BU) 

For the BOl log GD-Size is the best performer but again by the smallest of 

margins (0.02%) over the best-performing VC configuration (10-90). LRU is the best 

byte hit rate performer but also by a very small margin (0.17%) over the best VC 

configuration (60-40). In this case byte hit rate performance does not peak at the VC 

configuration where the most amount of cache space is dedicated to LRU. 1.04% 

separates the best from the worst hit rate performing VC configurations. This difference 

is 0.31% for the byte hit rate. All VC configurations achieved a higher combined rate 
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than LRU and configurations 10-90 to 70-30 achieve combined average rates higher than 

GD-Size. 

801 HR/8HR Performance Comparison (large) 

LRU GD-Size 10-90 20-80 30-70 40-60 50-50 60-40 70-30 80-20 90-10 

Figure 4.48. VC Performance Control on Large Cache Sizes (BOl) 

For the B02 log GD-Size is the best performer but again by a very small margin 

(0.02%) over the best-performing VC configuration (10-90). LRU is the best byte hit rate 

performer but also by a very small margin (0.17%) over the best VC configuration (60-

40). In this case byte hit rate performance does not peak at the VC configuration where 

the most amount of cache space is dedicated to LRU. This can be explained by the fact 

that for this log only 0.34% separates the byte hit rate performance of LRU and GD-Size. 

Only 0.76% separates the best from the worst hit rate performing VC configurations. This 

difference is 0.14% for the byte hit rate. All VC configurations achieved a higher 

combined rate than LRU and configurations 10-90 to 30-70 achieve combined average 

rates higher than GD-Size. 
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802 HR/8HR Performance Comparison (large) 

LRU GD-Size 10-90 20-80 30-70 40-60 50-50 60-40 70-30 80-20 90-10 

Figure 4.49. VC Performance Control on Large Cache Sizes (B02) 

GD-Size is the best hit rate performer for the SJ log but by only 0.03% over the 

best VC configuration and 0.89% over the worst. LRU is the best byte hit rate performer, 

separated by 0.39 from the best performing VC configuration. The difference between the 

best and worst hit rate performers of the VC configurations is 0.86% and 0.47% for the 

byte hit rate. All VC configurations achieve considerably higher average rates than LRU. 

0.86% separates the best (10-90) form the worst (90-10) hit rate performer among the VC 

configurations. Only 0.46% separates the best (90-10) from the worst (10-90, 30-70). For 

this log, the average rates of all VC configurations are significantly higher than the 

average rate of LRU, but lower than GD-Size's. 
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Figure 4.50. VC Performance Control on Large Cache Sizes (SJ) 

For the STARTAP log, VC configuration 10-90 is the best hit rate performer with 

GD-Size a close second. The difference between the highest (10-90) and lowest (90-10) 

performers of the VC configurations regarding hit rate is only 0.65%. LRU is once again 

the best byte hit performer but by a very small margin, and the difference between the 

best (10-90) and the worst (80-20, 90-10) byte hit performers of the VC configurations is 

only 0.63%. All of the VC configurations have an average rate higher than both LRU and 

GD-Size. 
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Figure 4.52. Average Rates for Large Cache Sizes 

4.4. Summarv 

This chapter has presented the results of the analyses and experiments described 

in the previous chapter. The following sub-sections highlight the most relevant resuhs of 

the experiments. 
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4.4.1. Workload characterization 

1. The percentages of cacheable requests and bytes are higher than the percentage of 

uncacheable requests and bytes in all logs and considerably higher in Web logs. 

2. The number of unique cacheable objects and bytes is considerably higher in proxy 

server logs than in Web server logs. 

3. Most of the requests in the logs are for HTML and image file, which confirms the 

results of previous studies. 

4. The vast majority of requests are for files of small size, but a few large documents 

account for a sizeable amount of the bytes transferred. 

5. The vast majority of documents are requested only a few times and an important 

number of those are requested only once. 

6. The LRU Stack Depth Analysis can be used to predict whether recency-based 

policies will perform well on a given log. 

4.4.2. Replacement policies simulation results 

The following are the results of the replacement policies simulations: 

1. In general, the hit rate and byte hit rates are higher on Web server logs than on 

proxy server logs. 

2. Recency-based policies (LRU, GD-Size) are the best performers. 

3. Frequency-based policies (LFU-Aging, LFU-DA) are mediocre performers. 

4. The Size policy performs relatively well for hit rate but finished last for the byte 

hit rate. 

5. LRU is the best performer on small cache sizes in both hit rate and byte hit rate. 

6. GD-Size is the best overall hit rate performer. 

7. LRU is the best overall byte hit rate performer. 

4.4.3. Virtual cache simulation results 

Here are the Virtual cache simulation results: 
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1. For the vast majority of the experiments, GD-Size remains the best hit rate 

performer and LRU the best byte hit rate performer. 

2. Control can be achieved over which performance metric can be optimized by 

varying the assigrmient of virtual caches' space. 

3. The control over the metrics does not work for the NASA log where LRU was 

both the best hit rate and byte hit rate performer. 

4. It is easier to achieve high hit rate using the VC cache approach than it is to 

achieve high byte hit rates. 

5. When considering the combined hit rate and byte hit rate measure, some VC 

configurations outperform both GD-Size and LRU. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

This thesis has explored several aspects of the Web cache replacement policy 

problem. Particularly: 

1. the role of log traces and workload characterization in identifying factors that 

might influence the performance of different types of replacement policies; 

2. assessment of the most popular and best performing replacement policies; 

3. analysis of the viability of the Virtual Caches approach to solve the problem 

of simultaneously optimizing and/or controlling hit rate and byte hit rate. 

The following sections introduce the conclusions for each of these areas. 

5.1. Conclusions 

5.1.1. Workload Characterization 

5.1.1.1. Differences between Web server and proxv server logs 

The first noteworthy result of the workload characterization is the fact that Web 

server and proxy server logs used in this study show marked differences in their level of 

activity as measured by the average number of requests per day and the average content 

data transferred per day. An even more marked difference is in the number of unique 

cacheable documents that both Web and proxy servers handle. This number for proxy 

servers is several times the number for Web servers. All other things being equal, these 

facts would indicate that the performance of the replacement policies for hit rate and byte 

hit rate should be higher for Web server logs and than for proxy server logs. This resuk 

was confirmed during the replacement policies simulations described in the next section. 

Another difference between Web and proxy server logs is in the percentage of 

cacheable requests and bytes over the total number of requests and bytes. The percentage 

of uncacheable requests ranges fi-om 0.81% to 2.83% for Web server logs and 31.65% to 

53.08% for proxy server logs. However, this difference in percentage could also be due to 
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the fact that proxy server logs are more recent than Web server logs and because of this 

include more requests for dynamic objects which are not cacheable. The question should 

be answered by characterizing Web and proxy server logs from similar dates. 

From the information presented above, it follows that it is easier to achieve higher 

hit rates and byte hit rates on Web server logs than on proxy server logs. 

5.1.1.2. Obiect tvnes. Obiect sizes and frequencies 

The workload characterization performed here confirms previous results from 

previous studies [ARLITT 1999-2] that show that the majority of the requests and bytes 

transferred are for HTML and image documents. Also, it is clear that for proxy server 

logs the number of dynamic documents (represented by the 'Code' category in section 

4.1.3) are more prevalent in proxy than in Web server logs. Still, this difference does not 

account completely for the difference in cacheable requests between Web and proxy 

server logs. Once again, studies of more recent Web server logs should answer this 

question. 

It is shown that the majority of requests are for smaller objects, but at the same 

time a significant percentage of bytes transferred belong to large objects. This result 

highlights the difficulty of simultaneously optimizing the hit rate and byte hit rate: a 

choice has to be made whether to cache many small documents to improve the hit rate or 

fewer large documents to improve the byte hit rate. 

Once again the results of ARLITT 1999-2 are confirmed for object frequencies. In 

this case, the fact that the majority of documents are requested only a few times and a 

significant number only once. These results work against the effectiveness of a caching 

system because it might be difficult for the policy to identify the documents worth 

caching from a majority of documents useless or less useful for the purpose of caching. 

This type of workload characterization does not seem to yield good predictions 

about the performance of different replacement policies. However, it can be used as a 

good indicator of the top performance that can be achieved by any replacement policy 

available. 
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5.1.1.3. Temporal Localitv 

Of the two analyses that explore the level of temporal locality: LRU Stack Depth 

Analysis and Hot-Set Drift Analysis, the former was more usefiil than the latter in 

helping to predict the effectiveness of recency-based policies for specific logs. In general, 

for logs that had lower mean and median stack depths, the performance of recency-based 

policies (LRU, GD-Size) was better. Because of this, performing an LRU Stack Depth 

Analysis on a log trace is a profitable exercise that can be of assistance in determining 

whether or not recency-based policies are the most appropriate ones for that particular 

workload. 

5.1.2. Replacement Policies 

This section details the conclusions reached after analyzing the results of the 

replacement policies simulations. 

Both the hit rate and byte hit rate were higher for Web server logs than for proxy 

server logs. This result had already been predicted by: 

a. The number of cacheable/uncacheable objects in both types of logs, which is 

in turn partly explained by the higher occurrence of dynamic documents in the 

more recent proxy server logs; 

b. The higher proportion of one-timer documents in proxy server logs. 

GD-Size turned out to be the best overall hit rate performer even though LRU 

outperformed it on small cache sizes. LRU is the best overall byte hit rate performer. This 

seems to indicate that for small cache sizes the single most important factor is the 

temporal locality; however as more objects can be cached other factors such as those 

considered by GD-Size gain more importance. 

Following these results, GD-Size is the pohcy of choice if improving the hit rate 

is what administrators are looking for and the cache size is either medium or large. On 

the other hand, if the cache size is small, LRU is the obvious choice. Also, if improving 

the byte hit rate is the priority, then LRU is the policy of choice. 
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The NASA log is the only one for which the previous result did not hold, for this 

log, LRU was the top performer in both metrics. 

There is no difference across Web and proxy server logs regarding the top-

performers. This is an important result, which means that as it regards to the replacement 

policies used, Web and proxy servers are not any different and the decision-making 

process is the same for both. 

Finally, the two frequency-based policies: LFU-Aging and LFU-DA did not fare 

very well in either hit rate or byte hit rate even though they were "champion" policies in 

previous studies: LFU-Aging (ARLITT2000-2, MAHANTI2000-1), LFU-DA 

(ARLITT2000-1, ARLITT 1999-2), especially in byte hit rate. 

5.1.3. Virtual Caches Approach 

Conclusions regarding the Virtual Caches approach and the ability to optimize 

and control the hit rate and byte hit rate are introduced in this section. 

VC simulations were run on each of the logs using GD-Size as the hit rate policy 

with LRU optimizing the byte hit rate. This combination was used on all logs including 

NASA where LRU was the top performer on both metrics. Some of the results reported 

below do not apply to the NASA log which is the only atypical one for this reason. 

In the experiments, GD-Size as expected outperformed all VC configurations in 

hit rate. LRU did the same for byte hit rate. However, for small cache sizes where LRU 

outperformed GD-Size in hit rate this resuk does not hold. This finding could be 

summarized by sajdng that according to the experiments no VC configuration 

outperforms in a metric the top performing policy for that particular metric. 

As a corollary to the previous result, it was common that some or all VC 

configurations outperformed the non-champion policy for a particular metric. That is, VC 

configurations outperforming GD-Size in byte hit rate, and VC configurations 

outperforming LRU in hit rate (except for small cache sizes, of course). 

One of the most important results of the VC simulations is the fact that increasing 

the amount of space dedicated to the champion policy for a particular metric, increases 
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the performance of that metric. This allows to effectively increase the performance of 

either metric up to a certain limit by changing a single value. 

A result related to the previous one and that together with it determines whether 

the VC approach is worthwhile or not is the fact that optimizing for a metric does not 

gravely affect the performance for the other metric. For example, assigning the highest 

possible amount of space to GD-Size gives the highest level of hit rate optimization but 

for a majority of the experiments the byte hit rate performance was not worse than that 

achieved by GD-Size. The opposite is also true in regards to LRU and the hit rate. 

The overall performance of the Virtual Caches configurations was compared to 

both LRU and GD-Size. To do this a combined hit rate was devised that combines hit rate 

and byte hit rate into a single number. An analysis of the combined rate shows that the 

Virtual Cache approach is competitive with both LRU and GD-Size, outperforming at 

least one in most of the experiments and both policies especially for the VC 

configurations that are not at the extreme ends (10-90 and 90-10). 

Based in the previous results it is possible to conclude that for small cache sizes 

LRU provides the best performance. However, for medium and large cache sizes, the 

Virtual Caches approach using LRU and GD-Size does in fact allow optimizing the 

performance of both hit rate and byte hit rate without greatly affecting the performance of 

either one. 

5.2. Future Research 

There are several possible ways in which the research presented here could be 

expanded. 

• Utilize proxy server log traces of longer duration than the ones used here. 

• As new regular replacement policies are introduced, it would be interesting to test 

whether they offer better performance in a Virtual Caches approach than the 

performance obtained here by using LRU and GD-Size as the component policies. It 

would be especially interesting to determine whether new replacement policies that 

improve byte hit rate can increase the amount of control the VC approach has over 

that performance metric. 
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A formal analysis of the Virtual Caches approach is required, including a theoretical 

description of its operation as suggested by ARLITT2000-2. 

The implementation of the Virtual Caches approach in an actual system would be 

usefiil to determine whether the approach can be implemented as a real-world 

application. 
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APPENDDC A 

WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION GRAPHS 

A.l. Obiect Tvpes 

The following graphs show details of the document types that appear in the logs 

under study. These types are: code, compressed, document, html, image, movie, sound, 

and text. 
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Figure A. 1. File types distribution (Code) 
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File Types: HTML (Frequency) 
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Figure A.4. File types distribution (HTML) 
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A.2. File Sizes 

This section presents the sizes distribution for the logs that do not appear in the 

text. 
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A.3. File Frequencies 

This section presents the frequency distribution for the logs that do not appear in 

the text. 
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APPENDDC B 

REPLACEMENT POLICIES SIMULATIONS GRAPHS 

This section presents the simulation results for all logs at all size levels. 
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APPENDIX C 

VIRTUAL CACHE REPLACEMENT POLICIES SIMULATIONS GRAPHS 

This section shows detailed Virtual Cache experiment results for all logs. 
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APPENDIX D 

SIMULATIONS SOURCE CODE 

This appendix shows the Visual C++ code that composes the simulations. 

D.l. Common code 

These classes are common to all simulations. 
// Node.h: Interface for the O^ode class. 

// 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

#if ! defined (AFX_NODE_H 616222D6_33FE_4296_93C2_482B4D92A656 INCLUDED_) 
#define AFX_NODE_H 616222D6_33FE_42 96_93C2_4 82B4D92A656 INCLUDED_ 

#if _MSC_VER > 1000 
#pragma once 
(tendif // _MSC_VER > 1000 

// Class that defines a node in the cache priority queue 
class CNode 

public: 
«» unsigned long ilD; 

unsigned long iSize; 

long double fKey; 
long double fC; 

CNode(); 
virtual -CNode(); 

private: 

II 
II 

II Document ID 
// Document size 

Sorting key 
Cost 

// Class that contains hit statistics 
class CStats 

{ 
public: 

void CalculateStatsO; // Calculate rate statistics 
CStats0; 
virtual -CStats{); 

unsigned long iHits; // Number of hits 
_int64 iByteHits; // Number of byte hits 
unsigned long iTotalRequests; // Total number of requests 
_int64 iTotalBytes; // Total number of bytes 
unsigned long iTotalRequestsInLog; // Total number of requests in log 
long double fHR; // Hit rate 
long double fBHR; // Byte hit rate 

private: 

}; 

#endi f / / ! d e f i n e d (AFX_NODE_H_616222D6_33FE_4296_93C2_482B4D92A656_INCLUDED_) 

/ / Node.cpp: inp lementa t ion of the CNode c l a s s . 

/ / 
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l 

# i n c l u d e " s t d a f x . h " 
t f include "GD_Size.h" 
(• include "Node.h" 

# i f d e f DEBUG 
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#undef THIS_FILE 
static char THIS_FILE[]= FILE ; 
#define new DEBUG_NEW ' 
#endif 

'I'I'C:IJ^J::^^^:I'J::^J:J^^^^^ 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll,,,,,,,,,,,,!, 

CNode::CNode{) 
{ 

ilD = 0; 
iSize 1; 
fC = 1; 

} 

CNode::-CNode0 
{ 

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l , , , 
II CStats Class 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll, 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II Construction/Destruction 
III nil III iiiiiii III III I mil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Illlllllllllll 

CStats::CStats0 
{ 

iHits = 0; 
iByteHits = 0; *» 
iTotalRequests = 0; 
iTotalBytes = 0; 
fHR = 0; 
fBHR = 0; 

CStats::-CStats0 

} 

void CStats::CalculateStats0 
{ 

fHR (long double) iHits / iTotalRequests; 
fBHR = (long double) iByteHits / iTotalBytes; 

} 

D.2. LRU 

#define NUM_EXPERIMENTS 17 

#define NUM_OBJECTS 72000 
#define NUM_DAYS 13 
#define strPath "D:\\Thesis\\logs\\web\\BU\\' 
#define strCurrentLog "bu" 
ttdefine strPolicy "LRU_" 
constants.h 

// LRU.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application. 

// 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "LRU.h" 
#include "Cache.h" 
(•include "constants .h" 
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#ifdef _DEBUG 
((define new DEBUG_NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE 
static char THIS_FILE[] = FILE ; 
#endif ' 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II The one and only application object 

CWinApp theApp; 

using namespace std; 

CCache Cache; 

int _tmain(int arge, TCHAR* argv[], TCHAR* envp[]) 

{ 
int nRetCode 0; 
// initialize MFC and print and error on failure 
if (lAfxWinlnit(::GetModuleHandle(NULL), NULL, ::GetCommandLine(), 0) ) 
{ 

// TODO: change error code to suit your needs 
cerr << _T("Fatal Error: MFC initialization failed") << endl; 
nRetCode = 1; 

} 
else 

// 
// 

{ 
Cache.Initialize(); 
Cache.RunExperiments(); 

.} 
return nRetCode; 

// Cache.h: Interface for the CCache class. 

// 
llllllllII11IIIIIIII III I nilIlllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

((include "Node.h" 
ttinclude "constants.h" 

#if !defined(AFX_CACHE_H 66657435_8456_432A_BC6C_0BF03601BA80 INCLUDED_) 
#define AFX_CACHE_H 66657435_84 56_432A_BC6C_OBF03 601BA80 INCLUDED_ 

#if _MSC_VER > 1000 
#pragma once 
#endif // _MSC_VER > 1000 

#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <afxtempl.h> 

class CCache 

{ 
public: 

void RunPolicy(int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 
void HandleRequest(int iExperimentNumber, CNode node); 

request 
void RunExperiments0; 

experiments 
void ClearCache0; 
void Initialize 0; 

for simulations 
CCache(); 
virtual -CCache(); 

CStats stats; 
rates stats 

CList<CNode,CNode&> Data; 
cache 

// Executes policy 
// Handles single file 

// Runs simulation 

// Cleans cache of files 
// Sets initial values 

// Object containing hit 

// Object contains actual 

private: 
// Cache sizes 
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double fSize [20] ; 
size level percentages 

_int64 iSize[NUM_EXPERIMENTS]; 
cache size levels 

_int64 iUsedBytes; 
currently occupied in the cache 

BOOL bCacheArray[NUM_OBJECTS] ; 
are being cached 

}; 

// Array containing cache 

// Array containing 

// Amount of space 

// Trac)cs which objects 

#endif // 'defined(AFX CACHE H 66657435 8456 432A BC6C 0BF03601BA80 INCLUDED ) 

// Cache.cpp: implementation of the CCache class. 

// 
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i n i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "LRU.h" 
#include "Cache.h" 
#include "constants.h" 

ttifdef _DEBUG 
#undef THIS_FILE 
s t a t i c char THIS_FILE[]= FILE ; 
#define new DEBUG_NEW 
#endif 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II Construction/Destruction 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

CCache::CCache() 

{ 

iUsedBytes = 0; 

CCache::-CCache() 

{ 

void CCache::Initialize 0 

{ 
unsigned long i; 
_int64 iUniqueContentBytes; 

fSize[0] = 0.000025; fSize[l] = 0.00005; fSize[2] = 0.0001; fSize[3] = 0.0005; 
fSize[4] = 0.001; fSize[5] = 0.005; fSize[6] 0.01; fSize[7] = 0.02; 
fSize[8] = 0.05; fSize[9] = 0.1; fSize[10] 0.15; fSize[ll] 0.2; 
fSize[12] = 0.25; fSize[13] = 0.3; fSize[14] = 0.4; fSize[15] = 0.5; fSize[16] 1.0; 

// Set up stats filename 
CString strStatsFileName strPath; 
strStatsFileName += "final_stats_"; 
StrStatsFileName += strCurrentLog; 
StrStatsFileName += ".log"; 

ifstream fileStats; 

fileStats.open(StrStatsFileName); 
char stringBuffer[256] ; 

// Get total requests 
for (i = 0; i < 6; i++) 

fileStats >> stringBuffer; 
fileStats >> stats.iTotalRequestsInLog; 

// Get unique content bytes 
for (i 0; i < 16; i++) 

fileStats >> stringBuffer; 

iUniqueContentBytes _atoi64 (stringBuf fer) ; ^ 
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fileStats.close 0; 

// Initialize cache array 
for (i = 0; i < NUM_OBJECTS; i++) 

bCacheArray[i] = FALSE; 

// Initialize cache sizes array 
for (i 0; i < NUM_EXPERIMENTS; i++) 

^ iSize[i] = fSize[i] * iUniqueContentBytes; 

void CCache::ClearCache0 

// Remove all files from cache 
Data.RemoveAll(); 
iUsedBytes = 0; 

// Initialize cache array 
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_OBJECTS; i++) 

bCacheArray[i] = FALSE; 

// Initialize stats to zero 
stats.fBHR 0; 
stats.fHR = 0; 
stats.iByteHits = 0; 
stats.iHits = 0; 
stats.iTotalBytes = 0; 
stats.iTotalRequests = 0; 

void CCache::RunExperiments0 
{ 

int iExpNumber; 
CNode node; 
ifstreaffti f i l e l n p u t ; ,̂  
ofstream fileOutput; 
unsigned long iRequest; * 
char stfingSize[1024] ; 

CString strlnFileName = strPath; 
strlnFileName += "clean_"; 
StrlnFileName += strCurrentLog; 
StrlnFileName += ".log"; 

CString strOutFileName = strPath; 
strOutFileName += strPolicy; 
StrOutFileName += strCurrentLog; 
StrOutFileName += ".results"; 

// Open output file 
fileOutput.open(StrOutFileName); 

// Print header 

fileOutput << "Cache Size (Percentage)\tCache Size (Absolute)\tHit Rate\tByte-Hit Rate\n" 

for (iExpNumber = 0; iExpNumber < (NUM_EXPERIMENTS); iExpNumber++) { 

ClearCache(); // Prepare cache for experiment 
iRequest = 0; 

printf("\nExperiment #: %d\n", iExpNumber+1); 

filelnput.open(strlnFileName); 
while(filelnput) { 

// Get current request 
filelnput >> node.ilD; 
filelnput >> node.iSize; 

HandleRequest(iExpNumber, node); 

iRequest++; 
if ((iRequest % 10000) == 0) { 

printf("%f%%\t", (double) iRequest/stats.ITotalRequestsInLog * 100); 
if ((iRequest % 1000000) == 0) 

printf("\nContinuing Experiment U: %d\n", iExpNumber+1); 
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} ' 

} 
// Update stats 

^t^t^-fBHR^ 'd-ble) stats.iHits / stats.iTotalRequests; 
stats.fBHR = (double) stats.iByteHits / stats.iTotalBytes; 

// Print current line 

_i64toa(iSize[iExpNumber], stringSize 10)-
fileOutput « f Size [iExpNumber] « "\t" ̂ ^ ' =hr-̂ r,„o • 

stats.fBHR << "\n"; "'""erj « \t << stringSize << "\t" << stats.fHR « "\t" << 

fileOutput.flush(); 

filelnput.close(); 

fileOutput.close(); 
} 

void CCache::HandleRequest(int iExperimentNumber, CNode node) 

stats.iTotalRequests++; 
stats.iTotalBytes += node.iSize; 

// If object is in the cache 
if (bCacheArray[node.iID]) { 

stats.iHits++; ,, „ , ̂ , 
„- .- T, ̂  „• /' Record hit 
stats.IByteHits += node.iSize-

introducedTn^cichl''^'^^'"^'^'"""*^^' ^' '^°'^^''' " "̂'̂  -Placement policy with 1 = no new objects 
} 

// If object is not in the cache 
else { 

RunPolicy(iExperimentNumber, 0, node); // Run replacement policy with 0 object not in cache 

} 

void CCache::RunPolicy(int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 

POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 
CNode nodelnList; 
BOOL bFound = FALSE; 

// Object is already in the cache 
if (iCase ==1) { 

// Find object in cache 
pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList = Data.GetNext(pos); 
if ( nodelnList.ilD == node.ilD ) { 

bFound = TRUE; 

Data.RemoveAt(pos_before); // Update cache 
Data.AddHead(node); 

} 
} while( (!bFound) && (pos != NULL) ); 

} 
// Object is not in the cache 

else { 

iUsedBytes += node.iSize; // Update number of bytes occupied in cache 
Data.AddHead(node); 
bCacheArray[node.ilD] = TRUE; 

// File does not fit in cache 
if (iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) { 

while((iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber] ) && (Data.GetCount() > 0)) { // 
Remove files until cache size reached 

nodelnList = Data.GetTail(); 
bCacheArray[nodelnList.iID] = FALSE; 
iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 

Data.RemoveTail(); 
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D.3. Size 

For the remaining policies, the RunPolicyQ method is the only code that chang es. 
void CCache::RunPolicy(int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 

{ 
POSITION poS; 
POSITION pos_before; 
CNode nodelnList; 
BOOL bFound = FALSE; 

// Object is already in the cache 
if (iCase ==1) { 

// Do nothing 

} 
// Object is not in the cache 

else { 
iUsedBytes += node.iSize; // Update number of bytes occupied in cache 

// File does not fit in cache 
if (iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) { 

while((iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) && (Data.GetCount() > 0)) { // 
Remove files until cache size reached 

nodelnList = Data.GetTail(); 
bCacheArray[nodelnList.iID] = FALSE; 
iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 

Data•.RemoveTail () ; 
} 

// Add file to the cache 
bCacheArray [nbde. ilD] -~ TRUE; 
pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 
pos_before = pos; 
if (Data.GetCount0 > 0) { 

do { 
nodelnList = Data.GetNext(pos); 
if (nodelnList.iSize > node.iSize) { 

Data.InsertBefore(pos_before, node); 
bFound TRUE; 

} 
nodelnList = Data.GetNext(pos_before); 

} while( (IbFound) && (pos != NULL)); 
if (IbFound) 

Data.AddTail(node); 
} 
else 

Data.AddHead(node); 
) 

} 

D.4. LFU-Aging 

void CCache::RunPolicy(int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 

{ 
POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 
CNode nodelnList; 
CNode nodeInList2; 
BOOL bFound = FALSE; 

// Object is already in the cache 
if (iCase == 1) { 

// Locate object in cache and increase frequency of object 
pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList = Data.GetNext(pos); 
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limit 

if ( nodelnList.ilD == node.ilD ) { 
bFound = TRUE; 

if (nodelnList.iKey < iMRefs) { // increase frequency of the object 
nodelnList.iKey++; // if object is not above single object upper 

iTotalFrequency++; 

Data.RemoveAt(pos_before) ; // Update cache 

} while( (IbFound) && (pos 1= NULL) ); 

// Move object to correct location in the cache 
if (Data.GetCount0 > 0) { 

do { 
pos = pos_before; 
nodeInList2 = Data.GetPrev(pos_before); 

} while((nodelnList.iKey >= nodeInList2.iKey) && (pos_before != NULL)); 
if (nodelnList.iKey >= nodeInList2.iKey) 

Data.InsertBefore(pos_before, nodelnList); 
else 

Data.InsertAfter(pos, nodelnList); 
} 
else { 

Data.AddHead(nodelnList); 
} 

) 
// Object is not in the cache-

else { 

iUsedBytes += node.iSize; // Update number of bytes occupied in cache 
node.iKey = 1 ; // First occurrence of document 

>> 
// File does not fit in cache 

if (iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) { 
while((iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) && (Data.GetCountO > O ) { // 

Remove files until cache size reached 
nodelnList = Data.GetTailO; 
bCacheArray[nodelnList.ilD] = FALSE; 
iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 
Data.RemoveTail(); 

// Particular to LFU_Aging: update total frequency 
iTotalFrequency -= nodelnList.iKey; 

} 
} 

// Add file to the cache 
bCacheArray[node.ilD] = TRUE; 

// Locate tail of the cache 
pos = Data.GetTailPositionO; 
pos_before pos; 

// Go bac)?;wards in cache and place it before the first object with iKey == 1 
if (Data.GetCountO > 0) { 

do { 
nodelnList = Data.GetPrev(pos); 
if ((nodelnList.iKey > 1) || (pos == NULL)) { 

if (nodelnList.iKey == 1) 
Data.InsertBefore(pos_before, node); 

else 
Data.InsertAfter(pos_before, node); 

bFound = TRUE; 

nodelnList = Data.GetPrev(pos_before); 
} while( (IbFound) && (pos 1= NULL)); 

} 
else { 

Data.AddHead(node); 

) 

// Particular to LFU_Aging: update total frequency 

iTotalFrequency += node.iKey; 

) 
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// Call update 

if ((iTotalFrequency / Data.GetCount()) > iAMax) 
AgeFrequency(); 

void CCache::AgeFrequency0 
{ 

POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 
CNode nodelnList; 

iTotalFrequency = 0; 
pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList - Data.GetNext(pos); 
if (nodelnList.iKey > 1) { 

nodelnList.iKey /= 2; 
Data.RemoveAt(pos_before); 
Data.InsertBefore(pos, nodelnList) 

} 
iTotalFrequency += nodelnList.iKey; 

} while( pos 1= NULL ); 

D.5 LFU-DA 

void CCache::RunPolicy(int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 

{ 
POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 
CNode nodelnList; 
CNode nodeInL i s 12; 
BOOL bFound FALSE; 

// Object is already in the cache 
if (iCase == 1) { 

// Locate object in cache and increase frecjuency of object 
pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList = Data.GetNext(pos); 
if ( nodelnList.ilD == node.ilD ) { 

bFound TRUE; 
nodelnList.iFrequency++; // Increase frequency of the object 
nodelnList.iKey = nodelnList.iFrequency + iL; 

Data.RemoveAt(pos_before); // Update cache 

} 
} while( (IbFound) && (pos 1= NULL) ); 

// Move object to correct location in the cache 
if (Data.GetCount0 > 0) { 

do { 
pos = pos_before; 
nodeInList2 = Data.GetPrev(pos_before) ; 

} while((nodelnList.iKey >= nodeInList2.iKey) && (pos_before 1= NULL)); 
if (nodelnList.iKey >= nodeInList2.iKey) 

Data.InsertBefore(pos_before, nodelnList); 
else 

Data.InsertAfter(pos, nodelnList); 
} 
else { 

Data.AddHead(nodelnList); 

} 
} 

// Object is not in the cache 
else ( 

iUsedBytes += node.iSize; // Update number of bytes occupied in cache 
node.iFrequency = 1 ; // First occurrence of document 
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// File does not fit in cache " 

if (iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber] ) { 

R.mn,.. "^il^'(iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) && (Data.GetCountO > 0) ) { // 
Remove files until cache size reached 

nodelnList = Data.GetTail(); 
bCacheArray[nodelnList.ilD] = FALSE; 
iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 
Data.RemoveTail(); 

// Update aging factor iL 
iL - nodelnList.iKey; 

// Particular to LFU-DA: update ]cey of new object 
node.iKey = node.iFrequency + iL; 

} 
// Add file to the cache 

bCacheArray[node.ilD] = TRUE; 

// Locate tail of the cache 
pos = Data.GetTailPositionO; 

// Go bac)cwards in cache and place it before the first object with iKey == 1 
if (Data.GetCount0 > 0) { 

node.iKey = node.iFrequency + iL; 

do { 
nodelnList = Data.GetPrev(pos); 
if ((nodelnList.iKey > 1) || (pos == NULL)) { 

if (nodelnList.iKey == 1) 
Data.InsertBefore(pos_before, node); 

else 
Data.InsertAfter(pos_before, node); 

bFound =.TRUE; 
} °» .» 
nodelnList = Data.GetPrev(pos_before); 

} while( (IbFound) && (pos != NULL)); 

do { 
pos_before pos; 
nodelnList Data.GetPrev(pos); 

} while ((node.iKey >= nodelnList.iKey) && (pos != NULL)); 
if (node.iKey >= nodelnList.iKey) 

Data.InsertBefore(pos, node); 
else 

Data.InsertAfter(pos_before, node); 
} 

else { 
node.iKey = node.iFrequency f iL; 

Data.AddHead(node); 

} 

D.6. GD-Size 

void CCache::RunPolicy(int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 

( 
POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 
CNode nodeInL i s t; 
CNode nodeInList2; 
BOOL bFound = FALSE; 

// Object is already in the cache 
if (iCase == 1) { 

// Locate object in cache and increase frequency of object 
pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList Data.GetNext(pos); 
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if ( nodelnList.ilD == node.ilD ) { 

bFound = TRUE; 

nodelnList.fKey (long double) nodelnList.fC / nodelnList.iSize + fL; 

Data.RemoveAt(pos_before); // Update cache 
} 

} while( (IbFound) && (pos != NULL) ); 

// Move object to correct location in the cache 
if (Data.GetCount0 > 0) { 

do { 
pos = pos_before; 
nodeInList2 = Data.GetPrev(pos_before) ; 

} while((nodelnList.fKey >= nodeInList2.fKey) && (pos_before 1= NULL)); 

if (nodelnList.fKey >= nodeInList2.fKey) 
Data.InsertBefore(pos_before, nodelnList); 

else 
Data.InsertAfter(pos, nodelnList); 

} 
else { 

Data.AddHead(nodelnList); 

} 
} 

// Object is not in the cache 
else { 

iUsedBytes += node.iSize; // Update number of bytes occupied in cache 

// File does not fit in cache 
if (iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) { 

while ( (iUsedBytes > iSize [iExperimentNumber] ) && (Data.GetCount 0 > O')) { // 
Remove files^until cache size reached 

nodelnList = Data.GetTailO; 
" bCacheArray[nodelnList.ilD] = FALSE; 
iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 
Data.RemoveTail(); 

// Update aging factor iL 
fL = nodelnList.fKey; 

// Particular to LFU-DA: update key of new object 
node.fKey = (long double) node.fC / node.iSize + fL; 

} 
} 

// Add file to the cache 
bCacheArray[node.ilD] =TRUE; 

// Locate tail of the cache 
pos Data.GetTailPositionO; 

// Go baclcwards in cache and place it before the first object with iKey == 1 
if (Data.GetCountO > 0) { 

node.fKey = (long double) node.fC / node.iSize + fL; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList = Data.GetPrev(pos); 

} while ((node.fKey >= nodelnList.fKey) && (pos != NULL)); 
if (node.fKey >= nodelnList.fKey) 

Data.InsertBefore(pos, node); 
else 

Data.InsertAfter(pos_before, node); 

} 

else { 
node.fKey = (long double) node.fC / node.iSize + £L; 

Data.AddHead(node); 

} 

) 

// Check overflow of fL and fKeys 
nodelnList = Data.GetHeadO; 
if (nodelnList. fKey > 1.2E+307) . 
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ReduceAges(); 

void CCache::ReduceAges() 

CNode nodelnList; 
POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 

nodelnList = Data.GetTail(); 
fL = nodelnList.fKey; 

pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 

do { 
pos_before = pos; 

nodelnList = Data.GetNext(pos); 
nodelnList.fKey -= fL; 
Data.RemoveAt(pos_before); 
Data.InsertBefore(pos, nodelnList) 

} while( pos I= NULL ); 

D.7. GD-SizerP) 

void CCache::RunPolicy(int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 

{ 
.̂  POSITION poS; 

POSITION pos_before; '» 
• CNode nodelnList; 
^ CNode nodeInList2; 

BOOL bFound = FALSE; 
// Object is already in the cache 

if (iCase == 1) { 
// Locate object in cache and increase frequency of object 

pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList - Data.GetNext(pos); 
if ( nodelnList.ilD == node.ilD ) { 

bFound = TRUE; 

nodelnList.fC = 2 + ( (long double) nodelnList.iSize / 536); 
nodelnList.fKey = (long double) nodelnList.fC / nodelnList.iSize + fL; 

Data.RemoveAt(pos before); // Update cache 
) 

} while( (IbFound) && (pos 1= NULL) ); 
// Move object to correct location in the cache 

if (Data.GetCount() > 0) { 
do { 

pos pos_before; 
nodeInList2 = Data.GetPrev(pos_before) ; 

} while((nodelnList.fKey >= nodeInList2.fKey) && (pos_before 1= NULL)); 
if (nodelnList.fKey >= nodeInList2.fKey) 

Data.InsertBefore(pos_before, nodelnList); 
else 

Data.InsertAfter(pos, nodelnList); 
} 
else ( 

Data.AddHead(nodelnList); 
} 

) 
// Object is not in the cache 

else { 

iUsedBytes += node.iSize; // Update number of bytes occupied in cache 
// File does not fit in cache 

if (iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) { 
while((iUsedBytes > iSize[iExperimentNumber]) && (Data.GetCountO > 0)) { // 

R̂emove files until cache size reached 
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nodelnList = Data.GetTail() 

bCacheArray[nodelnList.ilD] FALSE-
iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 
Data.RemoveTail(); 

// Update aging factor iL 

fL = nodelnList.fKey; 

// Particular to LFU-DA: update key of new object 

node.fC = 2 f ( (long double) node.iSize / 536)-
node.fKey = (long double) node.fC / node.iSize + fL; 

} 
// Add file to the cache 

bCacheArray[node.iID] = TRUE; 

// Locate tail of the cache 
pos = Data.GetTailPositionO; 

// Go backwards in cache and place it before the first object with iKey == 1 
if (Data.GetCount0 > 0) { 

node.fC = 2 + ( (long double) node.iSize / 536); 
node.fKey = (long double) node.fC / node.iSize + fL-
do { 

pos_before pos; 
nodelnList Data.GetPrev(pos); 

} while ((node.fKey >= nodelnList.fKey) && (pos 1= NULL)); 
if (node.fKey >= nodelnList.fKey) 

Data.InsertBefore(pos, node); 
else 

Data.InsertAfter(pos_before, node); 

else { 

node.fC = 2 + ( (long double) node.iSize / 536); 
node. fKey = (long double) node.fC / node .'ISize + fL; 
Data.AddHead(node) ; 

} 
} 

// Check overflow of fL and fKeys 
nodelnList = Data.GetHeadO; 
if (nodelnList. fKey > 1.2E-f307) 

ReduceAges(); 
) 

void CCache::ReduceAges() 
{ 

CNode nodelnList; 
POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 

nodelnList = Data.GetTail0; 
fL nodelnList.fKey; 
pos = Data.GetHeadPositionO; 

do { 
pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList = Data.GetNext(pos); 
nodelnList.fKey -= fL; 
Data.RemoveAt(pos_before); 
Data.InsertBefore(pos, nodelnList); 

} while( pos 1= NULL ); 

D.8. Virtual Cache Simulations 

// Cache.h: Interface for the CCache class. 

// 

nil iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Illlllllllllll iiinin 

((include "Node.h" 
iinclude "constants.h" 
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# i f ! d e f i n e d (AFX_CACHE_H_66657435_8456_432A_BC6C_0BF03601BA80_INCLUDED_) 
# d e f i n e AFX_CACHE_H 66657435_8456_432A_BC6C_OBF03601BA80_INCLUDED_ 

((if _MSC_VER > 1000 
#pragma once 
#endif // _MSC_VER > 1000 

#include <fstream.h> 
#include <afxtempl.h> 

class CCache 

{ 
public: 

void ClearCache0; 
CCache(); 
virtual -CCache0; 

CList<CNode,CNode&> Data; // Object contains actual cache 
_int64 iSize[NUM_VC_EXPERIMENTS] [NUM_EXPERIMENTS] ; // Array containing cache size levels 
_int64 iUsedBytes; // Amount of space currently occupied in 

the cache 
BOOL bCacheArray[NUM_OBJECTS] ; // Tracks which objects are being cached 
long double fL; // Aging factor 

}; 

#endif // I defined(AFX CACHE H 66657435 8456 432A BC6C 0BF03601BA80 INCLUDED ) 

// Cache.cpp: Implementation of the CCache class. 

// 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnii 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "LRU_GDSize.h" 
#include "Cache.h" 
#include "constants.h" 

((ifdef _DEBUG 
#undef THIS_FILE 
static char THIS_FILE[]= FILE ; 
#define new DEBUG_NEW 
iendif 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllinillll 
II Construction/Destruction 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

CCache::CCache() 

iUsedBytes 0; 

CCache::-CCacheO 

void CCache::ClearCacheO 

// Remove all files from cache 
Data. RemoveAl 1 0 ; 
iUsedBytes 0; 

// Initialize cache array 
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_OBJECTS; i + -̂) 

bCacheArray[i] FALSE; 

// Particular to GD-Size 
fL = 0; 
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// VCache.h: interface for the CVCache class. 

// 

niiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,,ii,,,,,,,,,,,,iii,iiiiiii 
# include "Cache.h" 
#include "Node.h" 

#if ! defined (AFX_VCACHE_H_13ACBB34_F3A2_4643_B3AF_816990670555_INCLUDED ) 
#define AFX_VCACHE_H_13ACBB34_F3A2_4643_B3AF_816990670555_INCLUDED_ 

#if _MSC_VER > 1000 
#pragma once 
#endif // _MSC_VER > 1000 

class CVCache 

{ 
public: 

void ReduceAges() ; 
void RunPolicy2(int iVCExperimentNumber, int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node); 
void RunPolicyKint iVCExperimentNumber, int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node); 
void InitializeO; 
void HandleRequest(int iVCExperimentNumber, int iExperimentNumber, CNode node); 
void RunExperimentsO; 
CVCache(); 
virtual -CVCache0; 

CCache Cache1; 
CCache Cache2; 
CStats stats; 

// Cache sizes ,, 
double fSize [20]; 
double fVCSizes[9]; 

unsigned long iCache2Hits; 
unsigned long iCache2ByteHits; 

}; 

#endif // Idefined(AFX_VCACHE_H 13ACBB34_F3A2_4643 B3AF_816990670555 INCLUDED ) 

// VCache.cpp: inplementation of the CVCache class. 

// 

mil I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiniii IIIIIII niiiiiiiiii llllllll 
#include "stdafx.h" 
iinclude "LRU_GDSize.h" 
iinclude "VCache.h" 

((ifdef _DEBUG 
#undef THIS_FILE 
s t a t i c c h a r THIS_FILE[]= FILE ; 
#define new DEBUG_NEW 
#endif 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II Construction/Destruction 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIII 

CVCache::CVCache() 

CVCache::-CVCache() 

void CVCache::RunExperiments() 

int iExpNumber, iVCExpNumber; 
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CNode node; 
ifstream filelnput; 
ofstream fileOutput; 
unsigned long iRequest; 
char StringSize [1024]; 
char stringBuffer[5]; 

CString StrlnFileName = strPath; 
StrlnFileName += "clean "• 
StrlnFileName += StrCurrentLog; 
StrlnFileName += ".log"; 

CString StrOutFileName; 

for (iVCExpNumber 4; iVCExpNumber < (NUM_VC_EXPERIMENTS); iVCExpNumber..) { 

StrOutFileName = strPath; 

StrOutFileName += strPolicy; 
StrOutFileName += StrCurrentLog; 
itoa(iVCExpNumber+l, stringBuffer, 10); 
StrOutFileName •f= stringBuf fer; 
StrOutFileName += ".results"; 

fileOutput.open(StrOutFileName); 
// Print header 

fileOutput « "VC Experiment #" « iVCExpNumber* 1 « "\tVCl = LRU " « (inM 
(fVCSizes [iVCExpNumber] * 100); '̂ '"'' 

fileOutput « "%\tVC2 GD-Size " « (i fVCSizes[iVCExpNumber]) * 100 « "%\n"-
fileOutput « "Cache Size (Percentage)\tCache Size (Absolute)\tHit Rate\tByte-Hit Rate\t"-

Rate\n"; '"'^°^'P^^ '" ^^^^^^ "^^ Rate\tCachel Byte Hit Rate\tCache2 Hit Rate\tCache2 Byte Hit ' 

for (iExpNumber = 14; iExpNumber < (NUM_EXPERIMENTS); iExpNumber++) { •> 

Cache\.ClearCache(); // Prepare cache for experiment ' 
Cache2.ClearCache(); 
stats.InitializeO ; 

iRequest = 0; 
iCache2Hits = 0; 
iCache2ByteHits = 0; 

printf("\nExperiment #: %d\n", iExpNumber+1); 

filelnput.open(strlnFileName); 
while(filelnput) { 

// Get current request 
filelnput >> node.ilD; 
filelnput >> node.iSize; 
if (node.iSize == 0) 

node.iSize = 1; 

HandleRequest(iVCExpNumber, iExpNumber, node); 

iRequest++; 
if ((iRequest % 10000) == 0) { 

printf("%f%%\t", (double) iRequest/stats.iTotalRequestsInLog * 100); 
if ((iRequest % 1000000) == 0) { 

printf("\nContinuing VC Experiment #: %d\n", iVCExpNumber+1); 
printf ("\nExperiment #: %d\n", iExpNumber-i-1) ; 

} 
} 

} 

// Update stats 
stats.fHR = (double) stats.iHits / stats.iTotalRequests; 
stats.fBHR = (double) stats.iByteHits / stats.iTotalBytes; 

// Print current line 
_i64toa(Cachel.iSize[iVCExpNumber] [iExpNumber] + Cache2.iSize[iVCExpNumber] [iExpNumber] 

StringSize, 10); 

fileOutput << fSize[iExpNumber] << "\t" << stringSize << "\t" << stats.fHR << "\t" << 
stats.fBHR << "\t"; 
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fileOutput << (float) (stats.iHits iCache2Hits) / stats.iHits << "\t" << (float) 
(stats.iByteHits iCache2ByteHits) / stats.iByteHits << "\t"; 

fileOutput << (float) iCache2Hits / stats.iHits << "\t" << (float) iCache2ByteHits / 
stats.iByteHits << "\n"; 

fileOutput.flush 0; 

filelnput.close 0; 

} 

fileOutput.close 0; 
} 

} 

void CVCache::HandleRequest(int iVCExperimentNumber, int iExperimentNumber, CNode node) 

{ 
stats . iTotalRequests-f •̂; 
stats.iTotalBytes += node.iSize; 

// If object is in cache 1 
if (Cachel.bCacheArray[node.ilD]) { 

stats.iHits++; // Record hit 
stats . iByteHits -f= node.iSize; 

// Run replacement policy on cache 1 with 1 = no new objects introduced in cache 
RunPolicyl(iVCExperimentNumber, iExperimentNumber, 1, node); 

) 
// If object is in cache 2 

else if (Cache2.bCacheArray[node.ilD]) { 
stats.iHits++; // Record hit 
stats.iByteHits += node.iSize; 
iCache2Hits+-f; 
iCache2ByteHits += node.iSize; 

// Run replacement policy on cache 2 with 1 = no new object introduced in cache 
'> RunPolicy2(iVCExperimentNumber, iExperimentNumber, 1, node); '» 

} . 
// If object is not in either cache 

else { 
// Run replacement policy on cache 1 with 0 = object not in cache 

RunPolicyl(iVCExperimentNumber, iExperimentNumber, 0, node); 

} 
} 

void CVCache: : InitializeO 

{ 
unsigned long i; 
unsigned long j; 
_int64 iUniqueContentBytes; 

// Initialize sizes 
fSize[0] 0.000025; fSize[l] = 0.00005; fSize[2] = 0.0001; fSize[3] = 0.0005; 
fSize[4] 0.001; fSize[5] = 0.005; fSize[6] = 0.01; fSize[7] = 0.02; 
fSize[8] = 0.05; fSize[9] = 0.1; fSize[10] = 0.15; fSize[ll] 0.2; , , ^^ 
fSize[12] = 0.25; fSize[13] = 0.3; fSize[14] = 0.4; fSize[15] = 0.5; fSize[16] = 1.0; 

fVCSizes[0] 0.1; fVCSizes [1] =0.2; fVCSizes[2] =0.3; fVCSizes[3] 0.4; fVCSizes[4] 0.5; 
fVCSizes[S] 0.6; fVCSizes[6] - 0.7; fVCSizes[7] = 0.8; fVCSizes[8] = 0.9; 

// Set up stats filename 
CString strStatsFileName = strPath; 
StrStatsFileName -̂= "f inal_stats_" ; 
StrStatsFileName += StrCurrentLog; 
StrStatsFileName += ".log"; 

ifstream fileStats; 
fileStats.open(StrStatsFileName); 
char StringBuffer[256] ; 

// Get total requests 
for (i = 0; i < 6; i++) 

fileStats >> stringBuffer; 
fileStats >> stats.ITotalRequestsInLog; 

// Get unique content bytes 
for (i 0; i < 16; i++) 

fileStats >> stringBuffer; 
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iUniqueContentBytes = _atoi64(stringBuffer) • ' 
fileStats.closeO ; 

// Initialize cache arrays 
for (i = 0; i < NUM_OBJECTS; i++) { 

Cachel.bCacheArray[i] = FALSE; 
Cache2.bCacheArray[i] = FALSE; 

// Initialize cache sizes array 
for (i = 0; i < NUM_VC_EXPERIMENTS; i++) { 

for (j 0; j ̂  NUM_EXPERIMENTS; j++) { 
Cachel.iSize [i] [j] = (_int64) (fSize[j] * fVCSizes[i] * iUniqueContentBytes); 
Cache2.iSize[i] [j] = (_int64) (fSize[j] * iUniqueContentBytes Cachel.iSize[i] [j]); 

} 

// Initialize statistics 
stats.Initialize 0; 

} 

void CVCache::RunPolicyl(int iVCExperimentNumber, int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 

POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 
CNode nodelnList; 
BOOL bFound = FALSE; 

// Object is already in the cache 
if (iCase ==l) { 

// Find object in cache 
pos = Cachel.Data.GetHeadPosition0; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; >> 
nodelnList = Cachel.Data.GetNext(pos); 
if ( nodelnList.ilD == node.ilD ) { 

bFound = TRUE; 
Cachel.Data.RemoveAt(pos_before); // Update cache 
if (nodelnList.iSize 1= node.iSize) ( 

Cachel.iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 
Cachel.iUsedBytes += node.iSize; 

} 
Cachel.Data.AddHead(node); 

} 
} while( (IbFound) && (pos != NULL) ); 

} 
// Object is not in the cache 

else { 
Cachel.iUsedBytes += node.iSize; // Update number of bytes occupied in cache 
Cachel.Data.AddHead(node); 
Cachel.bCacheArray[node.ilD] TRUE; 

// File does not fit in cache 
if (Cachel.iUsedBytes > Cachel.iSize[iVCExperimentNumber] [iExperimentNumber] ) { 

while((Cachel.iUsedBytes > Cachel.iSize[iVCExperimentNumber] [iExperimentNumber]) && 
(Cachel.Data.GetCountO > 0)) { // Remove files until cache size reached 
// Remove file from cache 1 

nodelnList = Cachel.Data.GetTail0; 
Cachel.bCacheArray[nodelnList.ilD] = FALSE; 
Cachel.iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 
Cachel.Data.RemoveTail(); 

// Add removed object to cache2 
RunPolicy2(iVCExperimentNumber, iExperimentNumber, 0, nodelnList); 

} 

} 
} 

) 

void CVCache::RunPolicy2(int iVCExperimentNumber, int iExperimentNumber, int iCase, CNode node) 

{ 
POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 
CNode nodelnList; 
CNode nodeInList2; 
BOOL bFound = FALSE; 
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// Object is already in the cache 
if (iCase ==1) { 

// Find object in cache 
pos = Cache2.Data.GetHeadPositionO-
do { ' 

pos_before = pos; 

nodelnList = Cache2.Data.GetNext(pos)• 
If ( nodelnList.ilD == node.ilD ) { 

bFound = TRUE; 
if (nodelnList.iSize 1= node.iSize) { 

Cache2.iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 
Cache2.iUsedBytes += node.iSize; 

// Remove object "fto'm "cache'''" ~~ ''°"' '°"''^' nodelnList. fC / nodelnList. iSize . Cache2.fL; 

'il''l^l-ll''^:''^^°''^^^^VosJ,^tore): 11 Update cache 
Cache2.bCacheArray[node.ilD] = FALSE; 
Cache2.iUsedBytes -= node.iSize; 

} while( (IbFound) && (pos 1= NULL) ); 
// Add object to cache 1 

RunPolicyl(iVCExperimentNumber, iExperimentNumber, 0, node); 

// Object is not in the cache 
else { 

// Filere's"not"Tft'^ny;h:°'^-''^^^'- ' ' Update number of bytes occupied in cache 

if (Cache2 iUsedBytes > Cache2.iSize[iVCExperimentNumber][iExperimentNumber]) { 

(Cache2 Data TtclLS.T^\^T^''^T> > J^^-he2 . iSize [iVCExperimentNumber] [iExperimentNumber] ) .. 
(Cache2.Data.GetCount0 > 0)) { // Remove files until cache size reached 

nodelnList = Cache2.Data.GetTail(); 
Cache2.bCacheArray[nodelnList.iID] FALSE; 
Cache2.iUsedBytes -= nodelnList.iSize; 
Cache2.Data.RemoveTailO; 

// Update aging factor iL 
Cache2.fL nodelnList.fKey; 

// Particular to LFU-DA: update key of new object 
node.fKey = (long double) node.fC / node.iSize + Cache2.fL; 

} 
// Add file to the cache 

Cache2.bCacheArray[node.ilD] = TRUE; 

// Locate tail of the cache 
pos = Cache2.Data.GetTailPositionO; 

// Go backwards in cache and place it before the first object with iKey == 1 
if (Cache2.Data.GetCount0 > 0) { 

node.fKey = (long double) node.fC / node.iSize + Cache2.fL; 
do { 

pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList = Cache2.Data.GetPrev(pos); 

} while ((node.fKey >= nodelnList.fKey) && (pos 1= NULL)); 
if (node.fKey >= nodelnList.fKey) 

Cache2.Data.InsertBefore(pos, node); 
else 

Cache2.Data.InsertAfter(pos before, node); 
} 

else { 
node.fKey = (long double) node.fC / node.iSize + Cache2.fL; 
Cache2.Data.AddHead(node); 

} 
} 

// Check overflow of fL and fKeys 
if (Cache2.Data.GetCount0 > 0) { 

nodelnList = Cache2.Data.GetHeadO; 
if (nodelnList.fKey > 1.2E+307) 

ReduceAges O; 
} 
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} 

void CVCache::ReduceAges0 
{ 

CNode nodelnList; 
POSITION pos; 
POSITION pos_before; 

nodelnList = Cache2.Data.GetTail0; 
Cache2.fL = nodelnList.fKey; 
pos = Cache2.Data.GetHeadPositionO ; 

do { 
pos_before = pos; 
nodelnList = Cache2.Data.GetNext(pos) ; 
nodelnList.fKey -= Cache2.fL; 
Cache2.Data.RemoveAt(pos_before) ; 
Cache2.Data.InsertBefore(pos, nodelnList) 

} while( pos I= NULL ); 
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